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that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even

the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
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for more details.
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INTRODUCTION

Mechanical Cat is a non-profit UK club dedicated to building robots and...

...you're bored with reading this already, right? Just want to get on and build a robot?

Cool. But please just finish this short Introduction first, OK?

Do take a look at the chapters 'OpenDozer', 'OpenFlipper', and 'OpenWedge' if you'd like to
build one of our robots. See any of the 'Component' chapters if you prefer to design your own.

Or go to the chapter 'Fusion 360' where we walk you through downloading our designs and
give you a guide to installing Fusion 360 and designing your first robot.

Enjoy :-)

...the rest of this Introduction is at the end of the document. We do expect you to read the License and the
Warning, if nothing else, please.

You'll need this link to find the downloads: http://mechanicalcat.org/?page_id=12 .
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How-To: Arduino Control System

Introduction
Those of you who have been following the development of this RX/TX system on our forum will be pleased
to hear that  the circuit  boards are now completely  developed and are released under the GNU open
source licence.

Which means you can download and build your own, for free.

We're also making part-built board kits available on ebay. Just search for MechanicalCat (all-one-word)
and AntWeight (all-one-word). Be aware of the terms and conditions of purchase, which essentially reflect
the GNU terms: i.e. you are buying an open-source product and the only warranty we give is that we're
supplying boards which faithfully match the open-source design. We do not warranty the design itself: you
must evaluate that for  yourself  and determine if  it  is  correct and suitable for  your needs. We're not a
commerical organisation and we do not have the resources to support fully warrantied retail sales. We're
doing this purely to share the fun we have with AntWeight robots.

The open-source design files (Gerbers, etc) contain the full details of the boards' construction, and should
give  enough  information  for  expert  electronic  hobbyists  to  build  the  complete  system  from  scratch,
including ordering the bare boards and fitting the components.

Purpose of These Instructions
This section of the manual, which describes the RX and TX, is intended for anyone who has bought the
part-built boards from our ebay listing. The instructions may also be useful for those building boards from
scratch.

The image shows the two parts you get if you buy our part-built kit, beside a coin for scale. As you can see,
our  kit  does  not include  all  the  components.  But  the  components  are  readily  available  and  are  not
expensive. The really difficult elements of the construction - mounting the SMDs on the RX board and
burning the Atmel bootloader - have been done for you. The rest of the build is straightforward and is
covered below.
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Skills Required
To build a control system from our part-kit, you will need to have the following skills or to know someone
who has them who can help you. We are far too small an organisation to ofer help on an individual basis
and we are just not geared up for remote support.

Which means that you will need to be able to:

• Find and buy a small number of electronic components to complete the kit.

• Solder some quite small parts to a reasonable standard.

• Run the Arduino IDE, manually add our libraries and software into your Arduino workspace, make 
some small modifications to the programs and upload them into the hardware.

• Use google, forums, and other on-line resources to independently solve any problems you hit.

In short, you need to be a bit of a geek. Or to know someone who is. But, hey, you're already building
robots: that's why you're here in the first place. So we expect you can work out how to hack it :-)

Anyway, before you buy please read the instructions to see if they're within your skill level.

Description
This control system is at the core of what we're trying to achieve with the MechanicalCat open-source
oferings. The goal of the RX/TX design is to provide a cheap, small, light and - very importantly - user-
programmable control system.

The afordability helps to lower the barrier to participation in AntWeight robotics.

The programmability encourages roboteers to do more with their robots than just simply drive them: they
can  tune  the  robot's  responses,  install  extra  hardware  such  as  sensors,  and  add  software  to  semi-
automate their robots.

There are two circuit boards in our system: a tiny receiver PCB and a larger transmitter PCB. The receiver
incorporates a pair of brushed ESCs, two servo outputs, a programmable Atmel chip, a header for a mini
nRF24L01+ module, and options to add sensors and/or more outputs including a PWM output. The whole
receiver fits on a board 25mm x 24mm. The matching transmitter uses an Arduino Nano combined with a
standard nRF24L01+ module.
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The two circuit-boards together comprise a complete control  system. They're  each programmable via
Arduino IDE. A full set of open-source software is available on our website.

The tiny size of the receivers allows them to be fitted easily into AntWeight robots. These programmable
controllers can also be used in other robot projects - they're not specific to AntWeights. But being so small,
they're a bit fiddly to make and to use. So for non-AntWeight use we hope to be releasing a larger easy-
build receiver design which will be compatible with our existing transmitter. We also hope to produce a 40+
channel programmable TX/RX/ESC set for more complex robots.

We're  also  working  on  a  longer-range  version.  We've  already  achieved  over  150m  range  using  an
experimental high power nRF24L01+ transmitter module paired with our existing receiver.

There are limitless opportunites for roboteers to learn making and programming skills, through the use of
these cheap user-configurable radios.

Tools and Materials
To complete the kit, you will need as a minimum:

• A decent quality soldering iron with a very small chisel tip (1mm max).

• Solder - lead-free or 60/40 at your preference.

• A 'third hand' device to hold the board while soldering.

• Some kind of magnification device, for working on very small parts. A pair of cheap “+2.5” reading 
glasses or clip-on magnifiers, for example.

• A powerful magnifier, for checking the boards after assembly. A “+4” eye loupe, for example.

• The usual soldering tools, including a sucker desolderer (just in case) and a pair of fine snips.

• Electronic parts, as listed in the RX and TX sections.

• A computer (Windows/Mac/Linux) on which you can download software and run the Arduino IDE.

Build the Receiver
This section describes the final assembly of a receiver from our part-built board which is included in the kit.
If you're instead building a receiver from scratch, onto a bare board, then please instead work from the
Gerbers etc in the open-source downloads.

Our kit receivers come with all the SMDs fitted, with the bootloader already burned-in to the Atmel, and
with our software pre-installed. So all you need to do to complete the receiver is:

• Check the DRV8833's heat-sink.

• Fit a mini nRF24L01+ module (not supplied).

• Wire the receiver into your robot.

Simple, eh? Well, yes it is. Mostly :-)

RX: Which Side?

In these instructions, the “top” side of the receiver is the side with the two large chips soldered on to it. The
“bottom” is the other side.
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RX: Electronic Parts Required

In addition to our partially populated receiver board you
will need to buy:

• A 'mini' nRF24L01+ module. The 'mini' modules
are the ones which have a single row of eight
0.05”-pitch (1.27mm-pitch) connection holes
along one edge. 

• Some 1-way or 2-way 0.1” strips of male header,
either straight or 90-degree, at your preference
(for connecting the battery and the servos.) See
the text and images below  to decide what
headers you wish to use. The headers are
optional: servos and power supply can, of course, be connected by other - more compact - means if 
preferred. But generally headers are the best way for beginners to start.

You'll also need some 22swg insulated solid-core wire or similar (for connecting to the motors).

Below is an image showing how to identify a true mini nRF24L01+ module. These are widely available on
ebay but take care not to buy a so-called 'pin for pin compatible' module falsely being marketed under the
nRF24L01+ name. Such modules are, in fact, very diferent from genuine nRF24L01+ modules and they
will  not  work  with  our  software.  See  the  images  so  that  you  can  identify  the  correct  module.  Non-
compatible modules may have a cylindrical wire-ended crystal and/or a chip-on-board package covered
with a round blob of epoxy.

RX: Check the DRV8833's Heat-Sink

Look on the bottom of the board. There is a large hole near to
one corner. The plating inside this hole serves as the heat-
sink for the DRV8833 (the motor controller chip). The back of
the DRV8833 has a metal pad which must be soldered to the
plating inside  the  hole.  Due to  the manufacturing  process,
this soldering must normally be completed by hand.

Look  carefully  into  the  hole  and  check  whether  the
DRV8833's pad is already soldered. If  it  is not (see image
right) then work on the bottom of the board and proceed as
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follows.

• Place the tinned tip of the soldering iron onto the metal plate on the back of the DRV8833, which is 
visible at the bottom of the hole. Give it a couple of seconds to warm up.

• Dabbing with a very very small amount of solder, joint the DRV8833's metal plate to the side of the 
hole. Do not try to completely fill the hole and certainly do not force extra solder into the hole. Too 
much solder here will immediately ruin the board by shorting-out tracks on the top surface.

• 'Stir' the soldering iron tip inside the hole a few times for two or three seconds. This will encourage the
small amount of solder to flow properly onto all the surfaces.

• Remove the soldering iron. The whole process should have taken about 5 seconds.

Here are images of a couple of soldered heatsinks. On the left is a good heatsink. The solder is sparse
(the hole remains hollow and concave with very little solder in it) and the solder has flowed properly onto all
the surfaces. On the right is a bad heatsink. Far too much solder has been used.

RX: Fit the Mini nRF24L01+

There  is  a  row  of  ten  half-pitch  header-pins  on  the  top  of  the  receiver.  These  are  where  the  mini
nRF24L01+ module will be fitted. However, the nRF24L01+ module has only eight  contacts, not ten.

Begin by removing the first pin and the last pin from the row
of ten pins on the board. This will  leave eight pins on the
board. The pins can be removed by cutting them of flush
against the plastic base of the header. Tip: the pins could -
perhaps - be removed by desoldering and pulling them out
but this is a risky process even for the most expert solderers
and we do not advise it.  If  you do choose to desolder the
pins, understand that there is severe risk of destroying the
through-hole plating and consequently destroying the board.

Use a small file (a nail-file may be suitable) to blunt the tops of the cut-of pins so that they do not penetrate
the coating on the bottom of the nRF24L01+ and cause a short.

Drop the mini nRF24L01+ module onto the eight
pins in the orientation pictured.

If  necessary,  place  a  temporary  piece  of
cardboard  or  similar  between  the  nRF24L01+
and the receiver board itself,  so as to hold the
nRF24L01+ module  at  the  desired  angle.  The
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minimum permissible angle is with the nRF24L01+ module exactly parallel to the receiver board so that
the aerial is spaced away from the Atmel chip beneath. But to achieve modestly better  reception, the
nRF24L01+ module can be angled upwards slightly to raise the aerial slightly further. Tip: all our open-
source robot  designs allow that  the receiver can be positioned either flat or  angled upwards a little -
perhaps 10 degrees.

Very, very carefully solder the eight pins. These half-pitch headers are close together and are tricky. Use
enough heat and solder to achieve good joints,  but do not use so much solder that it  bridges across
adjacent pins.

If you do joint two pins together - and this happens a lot even for expert solderers - do not worry. Finish
soldering all eight pins before trying to rectify the problem. Then return to the accidentally jointed ones and
remove the bridging solder with a sucker desolderer, positioned as shown in the image.

Cut the pins to length with very sharp snips, taking great care that the back of the cutting tool does not
apply any pressure to the components on the nRF24L01+ circuit board.

After cutting, use a powerful magnifying glass to check that the pins are not shorted - either by solder or by
burrs from the cutting.

Tip: It can be easier to avoid accidentally bridging the pins with solder if the pins are cut down to size
before soldering them. Clearly, care must be taken to not cut them too short. Cut them only after dropping
the nRF24L01+ module in place, otherwise there is risk that burrs on the pins will prevent the module from
fitting.
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RX: Wire Up the Robot

There are multiple connections on the board. The ones you'll almost certainly need to use are:

• Two holes with white squares marked around them. One has a “+” symbol. These are for battery 
power. Suitable power sources are 5-6 alkaline cells, or a 2S LiPo.

• Two rows of three holes, adjacent to the power supply holes. These are for two servos.

• One row of four holes, near the DRV8833 module. These are for connecting two DC motors up to 
1.5A each.

Which headers you choose to fit will depend on how many servos you are using:

• If not using any servos, then typically a 2-pin male 0.1” header is soldered into the battery 
connections.

• If using one servo, then typically a 5-pin male 0.1” header is soldered into the battery connections and
into the outermost three servo connections.

• If using two servos, then typically a 5x2 male 0.1” header (with two pins removed) is soldered into the 
battery connections and into all six servo connections. See image.

Use right-angle or straight headers for battery/servo connections, as preferred.

Typically, the motors are connected using solid-core insulated wire of about 22SWG. See some of the
images of completed robots, in other sections of this document.

Other pin/wire configurations are, of course, possible. There are other connections available on the board
for sensors, additional servos, etc. See the open-source board design for more information.

Additional wiring notes:

• The battery terminals are reverse-polarity protected. However, the servo pins are not protected. So 
do not plug the battery onto the servo pin(s) by mistake. Doing so would destroy the board. Tip: 
always plug in the servos before plugging in the battery plug. That way, you can't accidentally plug 
the battery onto the servo pins - because they are already occupied.

• Servos must be capable of withstanding the full battery voltage. So if using 5/6-AAA or 2S LiPo, then 
'HV' servos will be required. Do not use, for example, the popular 'Tower Pro' 9g servos in 
combination with a LiPo battery because the servos would be destroyed in seconds.

• Lower operating voltages: four alkaline cells will usually also provide reliable operation. An advantage
of 4xAA power is that it is safe to use non-HV servos. Note: a 1S Lipo is insufficient to power the 
board.
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• Higher operating voltages: a 3S LiPo would destroy the board. Do not try one!

• The motors should be wired to adjacent connections. I.e. the two connections near the corner of the 
board are for the first motor, the next two connections are for the other motor.

• The motors must draw less than 1.5A on each channel. Choose and use motors carefully to stay 
within this limit. Genuine Pololu 'high power' motors may exceed these limits: if stalled, these can 
draw more than 1.5A. The DRV8833 does have overload protection, so - in theory - it should not be 
damaged but we're not guaranteeing it.

• We don't recommend stranded wire for connecting anything to the board: the soldered joints are 
invariably weak and quickly fail. Solid-core wire is vastly more reliable.

RX: Final Checks

After completion, and before connecting the battery, use a powerful magnifying glass to check for short-
circuits at or near any of the joints you have made, and correct as necessary.

RX: Powering Up

This concludes the instructions for building the receiver. Bear in mind that it's only possible to test your
work in conjunction with a compatible and correctly configured transmitter. But when first connecting a
battery, we suggest powering it via a multimeter to measure the current draw. Any draw over 50mA (with
motors and servo idle) would suggest there is a soldering fault on the board and it should be disconnected
immediately.

Build the Transmitter Board
The  transmitters  have  been  specifically  designed  to  be  an interesting  but  fairly  simple  build  project,
incorporating through-hole soldering, some simple surface-mount soldering, and Arduino programming.

Any reasonably able solderer will be able to solder a complete transmitter.

TX: Which Side?

In these instructions, the “top” side of the transmitter is the side with the majority of the white markings on
it. The “bottom” is the other side.

TX: Electronic Parts Required

Where no source for parts is suggested, then they are generally widely available. For small quantities ebay
is likely to be - by far - the most economic source. Try to buy from genuine UK sellers: the shipping will be
much faster. Otherwise find the parts at Farnell, CPC-Farnell, Mouser, Spiratronics, etc.
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All parts are through-hole except where noted.

Apart from the bare transmitter board, supplied by us, you will also need:

• JS1, JS2: Two 'Xbox 360' replacement joysticks. Do not use any other type even if they appear to be 
the same: they will have the wrong potentiometers in them. (Good Xbox 360 joysticks are reliably 
available from spiratronics.com or from their ebay shop.)

• S1: 7-pole DIP switch. (A few UK ebay sellers stock this.)

• S2: DPDT slide switch. See image in the appendix for the correct dimensions. (Ebay seller 'ha5ia' 
stocks them as 'Quality 6P DPDT Slide Switch on-on 2 Circuits'.)

• R1, R2, R3: Not used - do not fit

• R1A: 10K 1/8W 5% axial resistor or similar

• C1: 10uF radial electrolytic 16V

• C2, C3: 0.1uF ceramic 50V

• D1, D2: not used - do not fit

• D2A: 1N4734A or similar 5.6V through-hole zener

• Q1: DMP1045U. Surface-Mount MOSFET. Buy several: they are small and easy to lose!

• IC1: LD1117S33TR. Surface-Mount LDO 3.3V regulator

• M1: Arduino Nano or compatible with no headers fitted. Two, 15-pin 0.1” male headers are also 
required to fit this part - check that the supplier includes these loose with the Nano. Seller 
'happybuddatrading' has proved very reliable for us.

• J2: not used - do not fit

• J3: A standard nRF24L01+ module. These have a 2x4 0.1”male header fitted.

• J5: Either a 2-pin right-angle male header (if using LiPo power) or a PP3 flying lead snap-on 
connector (if using PP3 power).

TX: Solder the Parts

Soldering the parts is pretty easy. There are some vital tips in the notes which follow, so do take care to
read through before starting. All parts fit on the top, unless noted otherwise. The easiest order of working is
as listed below:

• Begin by fitting the two surface-mount-devices. Fit Q1 (on the bottom) followed by IC1 (on the top). 
To hold Q1 in place, use a pin, tweezers, or - if you're a quick solderer - a fingernail as in the image 
(right). Take care not to accidentally solder-bridge to the hole near D2.

• Then fit R1A and D2A. Match the orientation of D2A with the markings on the board.
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• If using LiPo power then fit J5 now. Use only 2 of the 3 holes.
The right-angle pins should point “downwards” so they extend
of the edge of the board.

• Then fit S1. The end marked '1' is fitted adjacent to the cutout
in the outline drawn on the board. Make sure it fits snug and
flat onto the board.

• Fit S2. Solder one pin, then straighten it parallel to the edge of
the board, then solder the other pins.

• Fit the Nano but read the instructions below before beginning.

• Fit J3 (the nRF24L01+ module). This fits on the top and with the main part projecting of the edge of 
the board. Read the instructions below before beginning.

• Fit C1. The “-” [minus] side of the capacitor may not be marked on the board. It should be toward the 
switches S1/S2 (i.e. “downwards”).

• Fit C2 and C3.

• Fit the joysticks, soldering all parts including the chassis. Make sure they are fitted snug and tight to 
the board. Check that all ten contact pins are through the holes (and not bent up on the top surface) 
before starting to solder.

• If using PP3 power, fit the PP3 flying lead last (on the top) using the '+' hole and either of the '-' holes. 
Apply a dob of hot-melt glue or rapid epoxy to the ends of the leads as strain-relief.

Additional assembly notes:

Fit the Nano in the following, slightly counter-intuitive way:

• Fit both the two male header strips onto the TX
main circuit-board by passing their short legs into
the holes in the main transmitter circuit-board.
Don't solder them yet.

• Drop the Arduino down onto the long legs of the
header strips. Push the Ardunio all the way down
so it rests on the plastic of the header strips. The
Nano should be oriented with the USB port on top
and adjacent to the edge of the main circuit-
board.

• The assembly now has short pins emerging from
the back of the main transmitter circuit-board, and
long pins emerging from the top of the Nano.

• Solder all pins to both boards - keeping the Nano pressed well into place close to the main circuit-
board during the process.

• There is no need to trim any of the pins after soldering.

Fit the nRF24L01+ module in the following, also slightly counter-intuitive way:

• Drop the nRF24L01+ module into the J3 holes, with its main body hanging over the edge of the main 
circuit-board.
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• Do not press the header-pins of the module all the
way through the holes. Instead, leave a gap
between the plastic of the header and the main
circuit-board. About 1-2mm of pin should show on
the bottom of the main circuit-board. The module
should be parallel to the main circuit-board.

• Solder the pins in place, keeping the module
parallel to the main circuit-board.

• There is no need to trim the pins after soldering,
provided they are short.

Fit the capacitors after the nRF24L01+ module. This ensures that C1 does not impede the insertion of the
module.

TX: Final Checks

After completion, and before connecting the battery, use a powerful magnifying glass to check for short-
circuits at or near any of the joints you have made, and correct as necessary.

TX: Powering Up

This concludes the instructions for soldering the transmitter. Bear in mind that it's only possible to test your
work in  conjunction  with  a  compatible  and correctly  configured receiver.  But  when first  connecting  a
battery, we suggest powering it via a multimeter to measure the current draw. Any draw over 40mA would
suggest there is a soldering fault on the board and it should be disconnected immediately.

Program the RX and TX
The transmitter and the receiver each need their respective programs uploading onto the boards.

The software can be downloaded from our website. Find it via MechanicalCat.org and click through to our
FabLab hosts where the downloads can be found. Unzip into your Arduino projects directory and merge
our libraries into your library folder. Performing these steps is beyond the scope of this document but it is
as simple as copying the directories as instructed in the two READMEs in the download - if  in doubt,
please find a local Arduino geek to help you.

For those who have bought one of our RX/TX kits then you only need to deal with the transmitter software.
So please skip ahead to the section that describes installing software to the transmitter. Ignore anything
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about the receiver bootloader. And, for now, ignore anything about receiver software, user ID, and receiver
number.

Install the Receiver Bootloader

Yes, skip this if building from the part-kit...

The bootloader (and -  usually -  our software) is  already installed onto the part-built  receivers that we
supply. So if you bought a RX/TX kit, please skip this section.

For  those  who  are  building  their  own  receiver  from scratch  then  we  leave  you  to  burn  the  Arduino
bootloader to the Atmel in your preferred manner. Burning the bootloader must be carried out before the
nRF24L01+ module is soldered to the control board. A 10-way half-pitch header - used as a connector
onto the board - makes the job much simpler.

You can, of course, burn an alternate non-Arduino bootloader and upload non-Arduino software. That's far
beyond the scope of this document, but we'd be keen to hear about any such projects so do please get in
touch.

Install the Receiver Software

And skip this (at first) if building from the part-kit...

Our open-source software is already installed onto the part-built receivers that we supply. We install a
version which controls two motors and two servos, so that you can test your radio system. But you  will
need to return to this section later in order to modify how your radio system behaves and in particular to
program multiple radio systems to work without interference. But for now please skip this section.

To install the receiver software:

• Open the relevant AntRxKitTest.ino file from the downloads in the Arduino IDE.

• Modify any settings as required - particularly the TX identifier and the RX number.

• Connect the receiver module to the PC via a USB micro cable.

• In the IDE, select the arduino board type as 'Arduino/Genuino Micro'.

• In the IDE, select the USB port which lists the receiver.

• Click the 'upload' button and wait for the upload to complete.

• Unplug the receiver from the PC.

Software can be installed with the robot powered on or powered of, and with servos and motors already
connected or with them disconnected. If the software is installed while the robot is powered on, make sure
that the wheels are of the ground before installing: the motors will be driven intermittently as part of the
installation process.

Install the Transmitter Software

Don't skip this.

You will  need to install  the open-source transmitter software on your transmitter's Nano, so that it  will
control your receiver.

Software can be installed with the transmitter powered on or powered of but either way beware that any
powered-up compatible receivers in range may behave erratically during programming the transmitter.
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The transmitter joysticks will be calibrated, as part of the software installation.

The order of the following operations is important:

• Open the AntTxKitTest.ino file from the downloads in the Arduino IDE.

• By default, the user ID is set to “+441111222333” and - for first testing - this must not be changed.

• On the transmitter, set ALL the switches on S1 to “on”.

• Connect the transmitter module to the PC via a USB mini cable.

• In the IDE, select the arduino board type as 'Arduino Nano'.

• In the IDE, select the USB port which matches the Nano.

• Open the IDE's 'Serial Monitor' and set the BAUD rate to '115200'.

• Click the 'upload' button and wait for the upload to complete.

• Follow the instructions which appear in the Serial Monitor, to calibrate the transmitter.

• Unplug the transmitter from the PC.

With the transmitter switched of, set S1 to match your receiver number (see below). By default, the part-
built  receivers  we  supply  are  programmed  with  receiver  number  B000000.  So  set  all  S1's  switches
(numbers 2-7) to 'of'.

If using a LiPo battery on the receiver, set the transmitter to instruct the receiver to use its built-in LiPo
battery protection. Do this by setting S1's switch (number 1) to 'on'. If using alkaline cells on the receiver,
turn of this feature by setting S1's switch (number 1) to 'of'.

Testing RX and TX
To test the newly-built RX and TX, simply power up the robot and the transmitter, and play. Clearly, it's
advisable to start with the wheels of the robot of the ground and to keep clear of any actuators.

The receiver will initially power up in quiescent mode so the transmitter controls will have no efect. To
enable  the  receiver,  click  either  of  the  transmitter  buttons  down  (i.e.  'squish'  either  joystick  into  the
transmitter panel.)

Thereafter, movements of the joysticks should control the motors, and clicking the buttons again should
control the servos.

Multiple Transmitters and/or Receivers
You will probably want to set up multiple transmitters and receivers, so that you can play with your friends
and control diferent receivers with diferent transmitters.

You are also likely to have more receivers (and more robots) than you have transmitters. So you need a
simple way to choose which receiver to control with each transmitter.

To do this, each of your transmitters and receivers needs a unique 'code' which identifies it. The code is
composed of two parts: the 'user ID' and the 'receiver number'.

Both parts of the code must be set the same on both the transmitter and on the receiver. When they all
match, then the transmitter will control that particaular receiver and no other receiver.
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Setting the User ID

The user ID needs to be unique to you, so that when you meet another roboteer who is using the same
control system, you won't interfere with each other's radios. We suggest you use your phone number in
international format as your user ID. In the UK this would be “+44aaaabbbbbb where 'aaaa' is your area
code (without the first zero) and 'bbbbbb' is the rest of your phone number.

You should use the same user ID for  all  your transmitters and  all  your  receivers. That way any of your
transmitters can be configured to control any one of your receivers.

The user ID is set in your transmitters and in your receivers when you program them through the Arduino
IDE. Details are given in the library code for the AntTX and AntRX classes. Just follow the example code in
the download.

Setting the Receiver Number

Every receiver you own should have a unique number between 0 to 62. Write this number in binary format
and always use 6 digits. For example your 26th (decimal) receiver would have receiver number 'B011010'
in binary. You'll find binary converters on the web, if you need one.

In your receivers, the receiver number is set when you program them through the Arduino IDE. Follow the
example code in the download.

Your transmitters can be set to any receiver number, by altering the S1 switches (numbers Sw2 to Sw7)
on the front of the transmitter. Sw2 is the MSB, Sw7 is the LSB. So, for example, 26 = B011010 would be
set on the transmitter as follows:

• Sw2 = of (0)

• Sw3 = on (1)

• Sw4 = on (1)

• Sw5 = of (0)

• Sw6 = on (1)

• Sw7 = of (0)

This sets up the transmitter with receiver number 0 1 1 0 1 0 in binary, which is 26 in decimal. We suggest
you write the binary receiver number on the outside of each robot you build, so that you can quickly set up
your transmitter(s) to control your chosen robot(s).

Remember that Sw1 on the transmitter is not used to set your receiver number.

Troubleshooting
This completes all the instructions for building and programming the control system. If it's still not working,
there are a number of likely causes:

• Soldering error or wrong component.

• Wrong user ID and/or receiver number programmed into the transmitter.

There is one unlikely cause:

• Faulty parts supplied by us.

We test everything before shipping, so faults are virtually unknown. Indeed, we've never had a faulty unit.
Not one. Ever. So your best bet for troubleshooting a fault is to assume that the parts we've supplied are
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fine, and seek a fault in the construction or programming.

But if you're absolutely certain that our parts are at fault, do get in touch and we'll sort it out.
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How-To: Robot “OpenDozer”

A 4WD bulldozer style play-all-day AntWeight fighting robot. Also used for robot-hockey.

Description
The key strengths of this robot are speed, grip,
and manoeuvrability.  It  will  easily  out-run and
out-push the  other  robots.  It  will  drive  equally
well  upside  down,  so  it's  not  afraid  of  being
flipped over.

This ridiculously simple robot was so good that
it was excessively dominant in the arena. We've
had to deliberately add a weakness, to keep the
fight “fair”. So its end extensions - outside the
wheels - are designed to lift the wheels of the deck when the robot is tilted.

Known Bugs

Plugging in the battery is mildly tricky due to limited space between the receiver case and the motor. We're
looking at improvements.

Prerequisites

Material

You will need:

• 3D printer filament. We like PET but ABS or even PLA can be used successfully.

• Five quality nylon cable-ties, 2.5mm width. 200mm length is easiest to use, but shorter will work.

• A set of four wheels (below).

• A set of four motor saddles (below).

• Four 600rpm motors (see shopping notes).

• Hook-up wire.

• A small amount of five-minute epoxy.

• A radio receiver board.

Tools

• A 3D printer.

• Soldering iron with a 0.5mm or 1.0mm tip. 

• General hand tools.

Obtain Files
Available  from the  OpenDozer  Fusion 360 link  on our  downloads page.  The download will  comprise
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multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the file into that
folder.

Also requires parts from the Robot-Parts-Bundle shared project, which should be downloaded into its own
folder in your project.

Extract the STLs as described in the chapter Fusion 360. You will need the following STLs:

• Chassis (components Chassis, MotorBracket, BatteryParameterisedClipBox, RecevierCaseFlat - 
save as a single STL file after ensuring all extraneous parts of the battery, motor, and receiver 
holders are turned of).

• Receiver case lid (component ReceiverCaseFlat - save as one STL file per body and delete the 
unwanted parts).

• Battery case lid and cap (component BatteryParameterisedClipBox - save as one STL file per body 
and delete the unwanted parts).

• Wheels and motor saddles - from the robot parts bundle.

Images of STLs

Your STLs should look like this. Check especially that the chassis is correct.
Don't forget to include the wheels, tyre-moulds, and motor saddles from the robots parts bundle.

Build
• Program the receiver with the OpenDozer code, to match your transmitter.

• Solder a male 2-pin right-angle header to the receiver battery terminals so that the prongs protrude 
from the edge of the board. While soldering, distort the prongs slightly away from the motor output 
terminals and slightly upwards, so that it will be easier to connect the battery power later.

• 3D print all parts, including the motor saddles (below) and the wheels (below).
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• The battery box cap is a flat rectangular part with two holes in it and a thin tall rim. Smear a very little 
epoxy around the inside of its rim, then click it onto the top of the battery holder on the chassis and 
push down firmly all around. If correctly printed, it won't need holding in place while the glue sets.

• Check the fit of the battery lid. It should clip in underneath easily.

• Fit wheels to the motors and adjust as necessary so that when the motors are correctly seated the 
wheels are at the centres of the wheel cutouts.

• Mark the case near the “+” terminal of each motor, so that you can easily identify it.

• Solder four wires (of four colours) to the receiver board's motor output terminals. The wires should be 
90mm long and terminate in very small U-shaped bends which can be hooked reasonably securely 
into the eyes on the motor terminals.

• Loosely fit two motors/wheels in the front positions only. Hook the appropriate wires from the receiver 
into the motor terminals (see Motor Wiring chapter).

• Support the chassis so that the wheels are of the surface. Plug a battery into the receiver. Turn on 
the transmitter and drive the motors forward, backward, and in left/right steering modes to check that 
they operate correctly. Rewire and retest until correct.

• Remove the battery and solder the wires in place.

• Loosely fit the other two motors into the chassis. Run wires from the rear right motor to the front right 
motor (plus terminal to plus terminal, minus terminal to minus terminal). Match the wire colours to 
those used previously. Route the wires through the gap between the battery box and the receiver 
case. Repeat for the left motors. Solder the wires to the front motors. Hook the wires into the terminals
on the rear motors. The wire length for the receiver-side motors is 130mm. And for the other motors 
it's 110mm.

• Repeat the driving test with the radio and adjust the rear motor wiring as necessary.
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• Solder the wires to the rear motors.

• Fasten the motors in place using the saddles and the cable-ties (see below for technique). Ensure 
that the tie-wrap joint does not sit proud of the tops of the saddles.

• Place the receiver into its case, with the nRF24L01+ module bent upwards a little. Run the motor out 
of the oval slot in the side of the receiver case. Arrange the wires so that they lie neatly flat and 
parallel on the floor adjacent to each other.

• Fit the receiver case lid, careful not to trap any wires. Tie-wrap in place in a similar way to the motor 
saddles. Don't allow the tie wrap joint to sit proud of the lid - tuck it down one side. Check that the 
USB port is correctly positioned in its access slot.

• Tidy the wires so that none is proud of the chassis. While not usually necessary you can if you wish 
glue them in place with epoxy or hot-melt - but this can cause problems later when carrying out 
maintenance, such as tyre changes.

• Fit a battery into the battery case, leading the power plug out of the side of the battery case.

• Plug the battery power plug into the receiver. Test drive.

This completes the robot.
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How-To: Robot “OpenFlipper”

A simple  2WD play-all-day  AntWeight  fighting  robot  with  an all-over  front-facing  lifter  which  is  quick
enough to flip the other robots over. The flip action allows this robot to right itself if inverted too.

Description
This was our first robot and is still the most popular with roboteers. Even though it's not as competitive as
the OpenDozer, it is a lot of fun to drive.

The key strength of this robot is its flipper - it will reach under any of the other robots and easily flip them. If
turned over by another OpenFlipper, this robot can right itself with a single flick.

Typically,  roboteers  program  the  flipper  to  be
operated  by  the  transmitter's  left  button,  while  the
power  and  steering  operate  on  the  right  joystick.
Alternatively, power on the left stick and steer/flip on
the right stick. Users can, of course, set the controls
up to their own preferences.

The  servo  should  be  programmed  to  go  idle  500-
1000ms  after  each  flick,  so  that  anything  jammed
between the chassis and the flipper doesn't cause the
servo to burn out.

Flipper Design

Any  opponent  robot  is  normally  in  contact  with  the
flipper only during the first 20 or so degrees of flipper
motion.  So  for  best  flipping  action,  that  initial
movement of the flipper should be fast. However, this
calls  for  a  significant  mass  to  be  accelerated  from
standstill  to high speed very rapidly - risking stalling
the servo and stripping its gears.

OpenFlipper therefore has two separate lifting actions
built  into a single-link design. The same mechanism
also firmly springs the flipper closed without any servo
holding power required.

The link  geometry,  in  combination  with  a  semi-rigid
chassis:

• operates the flipper by the obvious method of
pushing/pulling on the flipper actuation lever;

• applies direct cam lifting to the flipper during the first couple of degrees of flipper opening. This 
virtually guarantees that the flipper will start moving even when there is a high inertia load on the 
flipper tip;

• acts as bump-stop, against which the flipper presses when in the closed position;

• permits the servo to move to a closed position which is so close to camming-over that servo friction is 
sufficient to lock the mechanism in place;
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• provides some - very modest - sprung protection for the servo gears.

Chassis Geometry - Servo Protection

The front lip of the chassis floor finishes well short of the edge of the flipper. This means that, in cases
where the front lip of the flipper is trapped and held down, the entire chassis will instead invert during a flip
action. This allows the servo to move to its full extent without stripping gears.

Finger Safety

With any moving mechanism there is risk of pinching fingers. We've designed the gaps near the hinge end
of the flipper to be small, to keep fingers out. But take care.

Known Bugs

The sloping part of the flipper is prone to delamination and fracture, especially during removal from the
printer. We're looking at changing lay-up orientation to improve resilience - either by printing the flipper in
two parts or - more simply - by providing clip-on/glue-on strengtheners whose laminations will follow the
angle of the part.

The flipper edge occasionally lifts of the floor when the robot accelerates sharply forward. Ideally, the
centre of gravity should move forwards slightly (or the wheels should be moved rearward). Alternatively
the acceleration could be limited in software. Maybe you can iron that one out, in your own versions of this
design.

Prerequisites

Material

You will need:

• 3D printer filament. We like PET but ABS - and perhaps PLA - can be used successfully.

• A set of two wheels (below).

• A set of two motor saddles (below).

• Two 300rpm motors (see shopping notes). Optionally 600rpm motors.

• A Corona DS929MG-HV servo (see shopping notes).

• Four 2mm x 12mm full-thread socket-head machine-screws.

• Four (optionally five) 2.5mm cable-ties. 200mm recommended.

• Hook-up wire.

• A small amount of five-minute epoxy.

• A radio receiver board.

Tools

• A 3D printer.

• Soldering iron with a 0.5mm or 1.0mm tip. 

• General hand tools.
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Obtain Files
Available  from  the  OpenFlipper  Robot  Fusion  360  link  on  our  downloads  page.  The  download  will
comprise multiple parts so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the file into
that folder.

This robot requires wheels and saddles from the Robot-Parts-Bundle shared project,  which should be
downloaded into its own separate folder in your project.

Extract the STLs as described in the chapter Fusion 360. You will need the following STLs:

• Flipper (component Flipper - save as a single STL file).

• Chassis (components Tower, Chassis Floor, BatteryParameterisedClipBox, MotorBracket x 2, 
ServoHolder, ReceiverCaseFlat - save as a single STL file after ensuring all extraneous parts of the 
battery, motor, servo, and receiver holders are turned of).

• Receiver case Lid (component ReceiverCaseFlat - save as one STL file per body and delete the 
unwanted parts).

• Battery case lid and cap (component BatteryParameterisedClipBox - save as one STL file per body 
and delete the unwanted parts).

• Linkage (component Linkage - save as a single STL file).

• Rollover (component Rollover - save as a single STL file).

• Wheels and motor saddles - from the robot parts bundle.

Images of STLs

Your OpenFlipper STLs should look like these. Check particularly the Chassis STL.
Don't forget to add wheels, tyre-moulds, and motor saddles, too.
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Build
• Solder a male 5-pin straight header to the receiver battery terminals and the servo terminal nearest 

the outer edge of the receiver board. Very slightly tilt it toward the centre of the board as you solder it.

• Program the receiver with the flipper code, to match your transmitter. The servo should be 
programmed for port 10, with zero trim and -65 degrees of throw and with a 500-1000ms idle time.

• This robot uses almost the entire range of movement of the servo. The next step sets up the servo so 
that it does not hit its internal end-stops.

• Plug in a servo and check that the servo output moves freely to both limits when the flipper operating 
button is pressed. Repeat the check but with +10 degrees of trim programmed into the receiver, and 
again with -10 degrees of trim. If the servo does hit one of its internal limits during the test, reprogram
the receiver trim value so that there is at least +/-10 degrees of trim variation available for later 
adjustment, without the servo binding.

• When no servo is connected, we strongly advise temporarily covering the three servo pins in some 
way that prevents the battery lead being accidentally plugged into them. For example, plug on an old 
servo connector - one with no leads attached.

• 3D print all STLs, including the motor saddles and wheels:

• The flipper should be printed upside-down with support of the bed, but no support for the holes. 
Use 20-30% infill. A good printer will print the sloping part without support: requiring support only
for the curved lip of the flipper.

• The chassis should be printed flat on the bed. Use 20-30% infill. Support should be generated 
only for the battery case internal partition, not for holes or any other part of the chassis.

• The receiver lid should be printed with no support. See notes in the robot parts bundle regarding 
rotating this flat onto the bed for printing.

• The battery clip-lid MUST be printed on its side, with no support, and with solid infill. Use PET 
for this, if possible.

• The battery box cap should be printed with no support.

• The linkage MUST be printed laid on its flat side, with full support for the overhang. A solid infill 
is recommended to maximise material around the screwholes.

• Rollover - if required - should be printed on its side with no support.

• The battery box cap is a flat rectangular part with two holes in it and a thin tall rim. Smear a very little 
epoxy around the inside of its rim, then click it onto the top of the battery holder on the chassis and 
push down firmly all around.

• Check the fit of the battery clip-lid. It should clip in underneath easily.

• Fit wheels to the motors and adjust as necessary so that when the motors are correctly seated the 
wheels are at the centres of the wheel cutouts.

• Mark each motor body near its “+” terminal, so that you can easily identify the motor poles.
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• Solder four wires (of four colours) to the receiver board's motor output terminals. The wires should be 
70mm long (measurement awaits confirmation) and terminate in U-shaped bends which can be 
hooked reasonably securely into the eyes on the motor terminals.

• Loosely fit the motors/wheels into the motor holders. Hook the appropriate wires from the receiver into
the motor terminals (see Motor Wiring chapter).

• Support the chassis so that the wheels are of the surface. Plug a battery into the receiver. Turn on 
the transmitter and drive the motors forward, backward, and in left/right steering modes to check that 
they operate correctly. Rewire and retest until correct.

• Remove the battery. Lift the electronics and motors out
of the robot and solder the wires in place.

• Fasten the motors in place using the saddles and the
cable-ties (see below for technique).

• Place the receiver into its case, with the nRF24L01+
module bent upwards at about 45 degrees. Run the
motor wires out of the adjacent slot in the rear of the
receiver case.

• Gently bend the nRF module up until it is just proud of
the case - about 30 degrees angled above the receiver
board.

• Fit the receiver case lid, being careful not to trap any
wires under the power-pin surround at the rear of the lid. Tie-wrap in place in a similar way to the 
motor saddles. Check that the USB port is correctly positioned in its access slot.

• Tidy the motor wires so they lay flat on the floor.

• Snip of one of the arms from the heavy-duty two-arm servo horn fitting supplied with the servo. Drill 
the end hole to 2mm clear.

• Ream the holes in the main body of the servo-flipper linkage to 2mm. Ream the hole in the thinner 
extension on the linkage to 1.5mm.

• Fit the linkage to the servo horn, as shown, using a 2mm screw. The screw should be free to move in 
the horn but should screw tightly into the linkage. The screw should not be driven all the way home - 
leave a gap under the head.

• Fit a battery into the battery case, leading the power plug out of the top of the battery case.

• Plug the servo into the receiver. Connect the battery. Turn on the transmitter and click the flipper 
control button, so that the servo drives to its default (flipper-closed) position.

• Without disturbing the servo position, loosely fit it into its holder on the robot. Fit the horn to the servo 
so that the tip of the linkage is almost touching the floor.

• Lift up the servo and screw the horn into place with the M2 x 4mm screw included with the servo.

• Press the button on the transmitter to operate the servo. While keeping the button depressed, switch 
of the transmitter. Then unplug the receiver. This leaves the servo in its fully extended position.

• Ream one of the central holes in the flipper to 2mm.
Ream the other to 1.5mm.

• Align the linkage with the central holes and drive a 2mm
screw through.

• Ream out the holes in the rear sides of the chassis,
where the flipper will fit, to 2mm.

• Ream the corresponding holes in the flipper to 1.5mm.
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• Fit the flipper to the chassis, using the two screws. Adjust the screw tension so that the flipper hinges 
freely. The screws should thread so tightly in the flipper plastic that they cannot come loose. Glue is 
not normally necessary.

• Fit the servo into its holder and tie-wrap into
position. The nib of the tie-wrap should be 
at the rear. The cable must be routed out of 
the base of the servo, not out of the side, so
thread it into the appropriate slot in the 
holder while fitting the servo.

• Reprogram as necessary to make a final 
trim adjustment so that the servo reaches 
as close to the floor as possible but without 
binding. (The sound of the servo motor 
operating for a moment after the time that 
the horn stops moving would indicate that 
the horn/linkage is binding.)

• Starting from the plug end of the cable, slot 
the servo lead into the clip on the front of 
the battery box, then the two clips beside 
the servo. Tidy the last couple of inches of 

cable into a loop beside the base of the servo. Optionally tie-wrap the loop to the chassis floor.

• Plug the battery power plug into the receiver and turn on the transmitter.

• Check the operation of the flipper. Recheck the operation of the drive motors.

• Optionally, clip the rollover part onto the frontmost central part
of the horizontal segment of the flipper. This gives the robot
extra leverage to right itself if inverted - though it's not normally
required. A little epoxy secures the part.

This completes the robot.

Care
To  protect  the  receiver  against  accidental  battery  misconnections,  always  plug  in  the  servo  before
plugging in the battery. The presence of the servo plug prevents the battery plug being inserted onto the
wrong pins and potentially destroying the receiver.

Do not force the flipper open/closed - even when the servo is powered of or idle. Doing so can strip the
servo's gears or break the servo horn.
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How-To: Robot “OpenWedge”

A simple wedge robot.

Design and build details to follow. This one is in early prototype stage only.
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How-To: Component LiPo Battery Case With Snap-On Lid

A component which you can pull into a Fusion 360 design to easily add a battery-box to your robot.

This is not intended for use as a stand-alone item.

Description
The case holds any reasonably small cuboid LiPo which has a JST-XH lead at one of its ends.

The battery case is in four parts:

• The main case - four walls and location lips for the clip-lid to snap into at each end.

• The cap - which is the fixed top “wall” (roof?) of the battery case. Will be snapped or glued into place.

• The clip-lid - a lid which fastens into the case opening with a sprung clip/snap action.

• The hole-maker - a virtual part which is subtracted from your chassis to make the hole into which the 
battery and the clip-lid will fit.

In  use,  the  battery  box  allows  the  battery  output  lead  to  be  passed
through either of the sides or through the roof of the battery box, after
which the battery body is inserted and the lid is clipped shut. The battery
lead can then be plugged into the robot from outside the battery box. A
future mod may incorporate a battery socket so that external access to
the battery box won't be required. Alternatively you can run a flying lead
into  the  battery  box,  leaving  extra  space  internally  to  accommodate
plugging the battery into that flying lead.

Known Bugs

None. Yet. Constantly being redesigned. So we're sure we'll add some.

We'll be developing a version of this which has optional side clips, so that it can be snapped into a laser-
cut acrylic sheet to provide a simple battery box solution for laser-cut models.

Obtain Files
Included in  the  shared  Fusion  360  design  Robot-Parts-Bundle,  on  our  downloads  page.  The  bundle
comprises multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the
bundle into that folder.

To see how this design integrates into an existing robot design, please download the Fusion 360 file for the
OpenDozer robot, from our downloads page.
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Materials / Settings
We assume here that the battery box is being built into
the  bottom  of  a  robot  and  will  be  printed  in  that
orientation.  Please  adapt  for  other  printing
orientations.

Our favourite material for the clip-lid is PET. PLA does
work but is very stif and probably won't last long. ABS
is untested but likely to be good. Whatever material
you choose, it's worth printing a spare clip-lid.

The other parts of this design can be printed in any reasonably rigid plastic.

Beware that the outer lip of the cap is only 1mm thin. You'll need to use quite fine settings for this so you
may prefer to print the cap as a separate job.

For extrusion-type printers, always print the clip-lid on its side. That way (a) no support is required and (b)
the extrusion orientation gives the spring-clip the maximum strength. Make sure that your printer extrudes
the entire length of the clip-lid (including along the U-shaped clip part) in one continuous length per layer.
Don't let the printer repeatedly start/end laying down the external walls anywhere in the clip area of the lid.
Any interruptions of the extrusion in this area will excessively weaken the lid. Random starts are safest.

The battery box requires printed support under the wall that's nearest to the lid's clip. To prevent excessive
support  material  elsewhere in  our  prints,  we typically  set  our  slicer  to  design support  only  where the
support can be grounded on the bed.

Build
• Adjust the parameters as follows (each of the two suggested starting values in brackets is for a 

300mAh battery laid on its side / inserted upright):

• Battery Height Clear: the depth of the battery between the inner face of the clip-lid and the top 
cap of the battery case. (12.5mm / 17.5mm).

• Battery Thickness Clear: the width across the entrance hole. Allow 1mm more than the width of 
the battery. (18.5mm / 13.5mm).

• Battery Length Clear: the length of the battery. Be exact, no need to allow extra. (44mm / 44mm).

• Case Extra Length: additional length of the case to accommodate the battery as it is angled into 
the case and to hold the balance-plug. (11mm / 11mm).

• Case Underhang: the length of the fixed portion of the case where there will be no lid opening. 
(10mm / 10mm).

• Case Wall: for Prusa i3 on normal settings we use 1.5mm. But when printing on an UpBox 
anything less than 2mm results in unusable prints. (See Tools.)

• Lid Thickness: as Case Wall, above.

• Lid Clip Thickness: ideally 1.5mm. Anything thicker is hard to use. However, if you're printing on 
an UpBox you'll be forced to set this to 2mm or the print is unusable. So you'll need strong 
fingernails to work the spring clip, especially if printing in PLA.

• Cap Thickness: the thickness of the plastic wall/roof at the top of the battery box. We usually use
1mm or 1.5mm.

• Any other parameters: experiment as you wish.
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• Arrange the battery box in your model upright
and with its lowest face co-planar with the bottom
of your robot. I.e. the walls of the battery box
case will penetrate into your chassis floor and will
finish flush with the bottom/outside of the floor.

• Using the hole-maker of the battery-box as the
tool, combine it with your chassis as a cut. This
makes the hole for the battery to be inserted.

• You can, of course, use the battery box to buttress other parts
of your design.

• It's advisable to have some area of chassis on each side of
the battery box where it joins the floor. The battery box sides
are too flexible if unsupported.

• When exporting your chassis design as an STL, make sure to
turn on the battery case visibility, but to turn of the hole-
maker, the clip-lid, and the cap.

• To print the cap, export it as a separate STL. Clearly, that needs to be printed inverted.

• To print the clip-lid, see notes above, taking especial care to print it on its side.

• When printing is finished, the cap should press-fit tightly onto the top of the battery case. We like to fix
it in place with a very thin smear of 5-minute epoxy. Fit and glue it while the clip-lid is not in place.

That's completes construction.

To fit a battery:

• Remove the clip-lid.

• Thread the battery's power plug out through any of the three holes at end of the case opposite the lid 
clip.

• Tuck the balance plug/cable into the spare space at the end of the case opposite the lid clip.

• Angle the battery body into the remaining space.

• Refit the clip lid.
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How-To: Universal Wheels

Parametrised 3D printed wheels with cast removable silicone tyres.

Description
Cast silicone tyres are widely used on AntWeights and
other robots. You'll find plenty of help on YouTube and
elsewhere  showing  how  to  make  these.  Silicone
wheels  will  give  your  robots  excellent  grip  on  most
dust-free solid surfaces.

All our basic play-all-day robots use the same 25mm
dia x 9mm wheels. They're good enough for light use.
You wouldn't want to put them into a real AWS fight,
because the tyres would be beaten of them at the first
encounter with a spinner.

This design is now parametrised.

Known Bugs

An issue with Fusion (specifically that there are multiple solutions to a “tangent” constraint) means that the
tread pattern may become corrupted when changing from a large size to a small size. There is a simple
workaround: when resizing to a smaller tyre, first set the TyreOuterDia to a size a few mm smaller than the
tyre you want, then set it to the actual size you want.

There is no depth-stop on the central hole. So the motor shaft has no defined insertion limit. We don't yet
have a good answer for this one. Not least because motor shafts vary in length.

The shaft is not parametrised and is suited only to Pololu-style motors.

Alternatives

You might  like  to  experiment  with  the  addition  of  other  materials  to  the  silicone mix  such  as  rubber
granules. This might improve wear rates, stifen the tyre, and perhaps gain even more grip. Or maybe not?

An interesting variant is to cast silicone tank tracks. The grippy silicone tread can usefully be cast onto a
standard toothed belt. The belt provides the toothed drive and limits the track's stretch. We don't yet have
any track designs to share. If you create one, we'd love to upload it to our site. Hint :-)

Obtain the Files
Included in  the  shared  Fusion  360  design  Robot-Parts-Bundle,  on  our  downloads  page.  The  bundle
comprises multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the
bundle into that folder.

Choose The Wheel Dimensions
Due to the known tread corruption bug, be careful when resizing the wheel. Check for corruption after any
resize, especially when going from a large tyre to a small one. Use the workaround (above) if you need to.
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You  can  modify  the  parameters  TyreInnerDia,  TyreOuterDia  and  TyreWidth.  For  your  first  tyres  we
suggest:

• TyreOuterDia should be between 25mm and 45mm.

• TyreInnerDia should be no bigger than TyreOuterDia - 8.

• TyreInnerDia should be no smaller than TyreOuterDia x 2/3.

• TyreWidth should be no smaller than TyreOuterDia - TyreInnerDia.

Prerequisites

Material

You will need:

• Clear silicone sealant. A 300ml tube of the commonplace low-modulus type is ideal and will make 
many sets of wheels. You'll need a caulking gun or similar to squeeze it out of the tube.

• Artist's acrylic paint.

• Cooking glycerine.

• 3D filament of your choice. We favour PET for hubs, and we use PET for the moulds too. However, 
PET has a greater propensity to string than other filaments. You may find that you get lots of very fine 
- near invisible - threads inside the mould. These will slice up the tyre during extraction. If this is an 
issue then switch to ABS or PLA for the moulds. Either way, clean out any fine threads from the mould
before you start. See chapter Tools, below, for tips on how to do this easily.

Tools

• 3D printer.

• Vinyl gloves.

• A straight-edged stif plastic or stainless scraper.

• A small cross-head jeweller's screwdriver - must have a blunt tip and must fit easily through the 
central hole in the hub.

• A thin flat metal lever. We find that the flat handle-end of a budget metal nail-file is ideal. A stif 
scraper is likely to be just as good, if a bit oversize for the job.

Cast the Tyres
This is easy, but we include a few handy hints which might save you trouble. Wear gloves while handling
the silicone.

• 3D print enough wheel hubs and tyre-moulds for your robot. And maybe a couple spare. Moulds can 
be re-used, so once you've done one robot you only need to print the hubs thereafter. The hub print 
does not need support: bridges are short and overhangs are modest. You may wish to tinker with the 
settings to minimise stringing (see above).

• You might also need to experiment with printer settings, so that you get hubs which fit tightly onto the 
motor shafts. We push-fit all our wheels. But if in the end your printer can't achieve a good push-fit, 
don't despair: loose hubs can be glued to the motor shafts using 5-minute epoxy adhesive instead. 
Hubs take very little time to print so experimentation with settings is quick and easy.

• Cast the tyres onto the hubs before you finally fit the hubs to the motors.

• Identify now the orientation that the hub goes into the mould - it will fit properly only one way round.
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• Squeeze out enough silicone sealant that you judge will slightly more than fill all your moulds. 
Assuming four moulds, add a smaller-than-a-pea-sized amount of acrylic paint. Drop a single drop of 
glycerine directly from the bottle onto the silicone. Mix proportions do not seem to be critical.

• Mix it all together thoroughly. But don't take too long - it starts to gel quickly.

• Pick up each wheel hub in turn, holding its flats in the finger and thumb of one hand. Quickly squish 
the silicone mix into each of the indents around the outside of the rim. It doesn't matter how messy it 
gets. Put the hub down onto a clean hard smooth surface. Well, it was clean until you just did that.

• Pick up each mould in turn and squish silicone into it so that it is about 3/4 filled, with the silicone 
filling it up to the edge at the outside but with a hollow in the middle.

• Pick up one hub and one mould. Push the hub down into the mould until the central hollow on the hub 
engages with the pip on the mould. Press it extremely firmly and rotate the hub against the bottom of 
the mould back-and-forth to squeeze out any trapped silicone.

• Use the scraper in one smooth motion to simultaneously squish the silicone downwards into the 
mould while also scraping away any excess silicone on top of the mould. Holding the scraper at a 45-
degree angle works well. If it doesn't work first time, just top up the mould and scrape again.

• Put that mould aside and rapidly repeat the process for the remaining moulds and hubs.

• Leave them to set for about half an hour. They should then be touch-dry, but not ready to release.

• Carefully move them to a warm location to harden-of. Leave overnight. Beware the silicone gives of 
pungent acetic acid during curing. Don't put them in a living/sleeping space.

• When fully set, run a thumb firmly over the exposed part of the hub and the top lip of the mould (take 
care - it may have sharp edges). Pull away any silicone which is freed during the process, especially 
around the tyre edge, on the surface of the hub, and in the central hole of the hub.

• Gently work the tip of the small cross-head screwdriver in between the mould and the edge of the 
tyre. Rotate the screwdriver while simultaneously gently moving it all the way around the outside of 
the mould to free the tyre.

• Put the blunt-tipped screwdriver all the way into the central hole in the hub. Gently twist sideways and
upwards to withdraw the hub with the tyre in place on it.

• Repeat the thumb-rubbing process on the other face of the hub, to remove the very thin layer of 
silicone which will be adhered there. Remove any silicone from the central hole.

• Repeat for all wheels.

• Retain the moulds for future use.

• Optionally remove the tyres from the hubs and repeat the process to cast spare tyres.

This completes tyre casting.

*If the wheel/tyre fail to extract by this method, then try this: gently work the tip of the small cross-head
screwdriver  in  between the mould and the edge of  the tyre.  Rotate the screwdriver  clockwise while
simultaneously gently moving it in a circle clockwise all the way around the outside of the mould to free
the tyre.

Fit Wheel To a N20 Motor Shaft
Our wheels are suitable for a variety of motor shaft lengths. They grip the shaft very well and normally do
not require adhesive.

To fit:
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• Lay the hub/tyre assembly on a firm flat surface. The
face with the larger hole in it should be downwards.

• Lower the motor shaft onto the centre of the hub in the
correct alignment so that the flat on the shaft matches
the flat on the hole. The hole's flat is exactly opposite
the strain-relief pattern moulded in the hub.

• With the hub supported evenly on the hard surface,
press firmly on the back end of the motor to drive the
axle into the hub. It will start into the hole suddenly and
will then usually go too far into the wheel. This is not a
problem and don't try at this stage to pull the wheel
back of the shaft. You want it to be slightly too far onto
the shaft.

• Trial-fit the motor into the intended robot. The wheel
should, at this stage, be too close to the motor. If it's too far away from the motor, press the shaft 
further into the hub, as above.

• Insert the thin flat metal tool between the wheel and the gearbox. The tip of the tool should touch the 
hub where the shaft enters it. The other side of the tool should rest against one edge of the gearbox.

• Lever the tool to push the wheel fractions of a millimetre outwards along the shaft, until the desired fit 
into the robot is achieved.

Usage and Care
In normal battle usage, the tyres will wear out. Battling robots spend considerable time pushing against
each other with their wheels spinning. In some of our pictures you can see black specks on the plastic
surfaces of the robots: that's tyre dust. To reduce wear, battle only on a reasonably smooth unabrasive
surface.

Avoid running the robot on dusty surfaces. The tyres will pick up the dust and sufer reduced grip.

The Pololu motors have extremely high torque. Enough to shred the insides of your tyres. So don't press
your robot down hard onto a surface while running the motors just to see how much grip you can get. We
tried it so that you don't have to. The result was that we had to cast new tyres.

Spares
The tyres can be removed and refitted to  the hubs,  though take care not  to  overstretch them. Being
removable means you can cast replacements to quickly replace worn-out or damaged tyres without having
to replace the entire wheel on the motor.
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How-To: Universal Motor Saddles

Clamps which guide tie-wraps over the motors.

Description
All our robots use a simple cable-tie system to hold the motors in place. This
allows quick and easy dismantling for repairs with no fiddly screws to lose and
no in-plastic screw-threads to wear out.

The saddle prevents  the  cable-tie  fouling the  gearbox.  The same design of
saddle is used in all the 3D printed robots. 

Known Bugs

None.

Prerequisites

Material

You will need:

• 3D printer filament. We like PET but almost any rigid plastic will be fine.

Tools

• 3D printer.

Obtain the Files
Included in  the  shared  Fusion  360  design  Robot-Parts-Bundle,  on  our  downloads  page.  The  bundle
comprises multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the
bundle into that folder.

Extract the STL in the normal way.

Build
There's nothing to it:

• Load the STL into the 3D printing program/slicer, being sure to orient it top-side downwards (dimpled 
side upwards). There is no requirement for support.

• Duplicate half a dozen or so. Don't try to print a single one on its own, unless you've set up the printer 
to allow the part enough time to cool between layers.

• Slice and print.
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Install a Motor With a Saddle
Installation:

• Fit a wheel to a motor (see above).

• Slot the motor/gearbox down into the recess on the robot's baseplate (see individual robots for 
details). Check that the wheel is correctly positioned along the motor shaft and adjust as necessary 
(see above).

• With the motor fitted into the recess on the
robot's baseplate, snap a saddle onto the top of
the gearbox, making sure to orient the curved
cut-out over the motor body.

• Thread a cable-tie (2.5mm x 200mm) down
through one of the slots beside the motor mount,
and back up through the slot on the opposite side
of the motor.

• Link the ends of the cable-tie and pull very tight.
It's easier to grip - and so pull tight - a 200mm
cable-tie than a shorter one. While tightening,
position the joint in the cable-tie at one of the
edges of the saddle, to minimise distortion and
maximise tension.

• Cut of the end of the cable-tie. Beware sharp ends.
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How-To: Component Radio Receiver Case

A component which you can pull into a Fusion 360 design to easily
add a holder for our RC receiver/ESC board.

This is not intended for use as a stand-alone item.

Description
Holds the receiver flat against a surface. Provides:

• Two alternative access points for plugging in a JST-XH (or
any similar 2-socket 0.1” power connector).

• Direct access to the USB port including the option to neatly cut away any chassis parts which 
interfere with the access.

• Access to plug in an optional servo.

• Pairs of optional holes suitable for fitting a cable-tie to fasten the lid.

The case has four element:

• The main case - four walls with suitable openings for USB, power, motor and servo wire egress.

• The lid with alternative access for the power point and - in the latest version - room for one servo plug.

• Optional cable-tie holes.

• Optional chassis USB access cutaway.

Known Bugs

We're still working on the ideal positions for the access holes, in particular the motor wire egress. We may
add various optional holes.

As the receiver PCB evolves, the case may change meaning that this version may no longer fit the PCB.

Obtain Files
Included in  the  shared  Fusion  360  design  Robot-Parts-Bundle,  on  our  downloads  page.  The  bundle
comprises multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the
bundle into that folder.

To see how this design integrates into an existing robot design, please download the Fusion 360 file for the
OpenDozer robot, from our downloads page.

Materials / Settings
We assume here that the receiver case is being built onto the floor of a robot and will be printed in that
orientation. Please adapt for other printing orientations.

Any reasonably rigid plastic will suffice for the receiver case. Avoid those few exotic plastics which are
conductive (risk of short-circuits) or which have a high carbon-fibre, wood, or metallic content (risk of
blocking RF signals).
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We generally find that support is not required for printing this case.

The UpBox issue with thin walls does not appear to afect this design.

Build
• Arrange the receiver case in your model upright and with its lowest face co-planar with the top 

surface of the floor of your robot. I.e. the walls of the receiver case will not penetrate into your chassis 
floor and will instead finish flush against the inside floor of the robot.

• If the power plug is to be inserted into the side of the case (rather than via the lid) consider adjusting 
the parameters PowerSideOfset and PowerUpOfset to allow the pins to be angled as necessary. Set
those parameters to zero for the plug to enter the case perpendicular to the case front face.

• Optionally extrude two of the holes (from the sketch Holes) into the robot floor as cuts to provide a 
route for a cable tie (typically 2.5mm) for holding the lid on the case. The cable tie will sit better 
against the underside of the robot if the bottom edges of those holes - around which the cable tie will 
be bent - are filleted. An alternative fixing method for the lid is to glue it in place with 5-minute epoxy.

• Optionally arrange the wall which exposes the USB port (the wall with a single rectangular hole) so 
that it is facing towards the outside of the robot. Extrude the ellipse from the sketch named USBPlug 
as a cut to penetrate the outer wall of your robot and so provide access for a USB cable.

• When exporting your chassis design as an STL make sure to turn on the receiver case visibility, and 
to turn of the lid.

• To print the lid, export it as a separate STL. Clearly, it needs to be printed inverted. The angle through
which to rotate it - so as to lay its angled top surface flat onto the print bed - can be determined by 
viewing the sketch named SideProfile in which there is an angular dimension. At time of publication, 
the angle is 172.6°.

• If using the side access power port then, after printing the chassis, cut away the small support which 
helps the printer to bridge the front wall power plug hole. If using the power port in the lid then leave 
this support in place.

When fitting the receiver into the case lay the receiver
flat onto the floor of the case with the nRF upwards
and the USB aligned with its port. Then lay any wires
which must pass across the case so they lay flat onto
the top of the main PCB but pass underneath the PCB
of the nRF module. Wires must be kept clear of the
power pins and the power pin guard (which is part of
the lid).
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How-To: Component Motor Mount

A component which you can pull into a Fusion 360 design to easily add a
mount for fitting a Pololu-style geared motor.

This is not intended for use as a stand-alone item.

Description
Holds the motor/gearbox oriented with the motor body flats vertical. Has
a parametrised support block which can be used to raise the motor to the
desired height above the chassis floor.

Requires also a motor saddle (see above). The motor is fastened in place with a 2.5mm cable-tie.

Known Bugs

None confirmed. There may be an issue with printing on the UpBox.

Obtain Files
Included in  the  shared  Fusion  360  design  Robot-Parts-Bundle,  on  our  downloads  page.  The  bundle
comprises multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the
bundle into that folder.

To see how this design integrates into an existing robot design, please download the Fusion 360 file for the
OpenDozer robot, from our downloads page.

Materials / Settings
We assume here that the motor mount is being built onto the floor of a robot chassis and will be printed in
that orientation. Please adapt for other printing orientations.

Any reasonably rigid plastic will suffice for the motor mount.

Support is not required for printing.

We've had delamination issues when printing these on an UpBox - it may be that the main walls are too
thin for the UpBox to infill (see similar issue with battery box, above) creating a weak joint. See also Tools.
We're  waiting for  more examples to  figure this  one out.  Prints  fine on a Prusa in PET and PLA. Of
course :-)

Build
• Create a rectangular cut-out in the floor of your model to accommodate your wheel. A typical 2mm 

thick chassis floor, in combination with our 25mm wheels, and using these mounts with zero boost 
(see below) will require a cut-out about 25mm fore-and-aft by 12mm width.

• At this stage, don't chamfer the edges of the hole as they are needed for reference.
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• Adjust the parameter Boost to increase the height of the bottom of the gearbox from the floor of the 
robot chassis. We suggest temporarily setting Boost to 5mm so that the correct booster edge can 
easily be selected for jointing. Adjust Boost to your desired value afterwards. Values of boost in 
excess of about 5mm are likely to be impractical.

• Joint the motor-mount so that the centre of the lower front edge of the booster block is rigidly jointed 
to the centre of the inner upper edge of the hole in the chassis. The front of the motor mount is the 
shorter face adjacent to the square recess in the mount.

• When creating multiple motor mounts in your model, do not mirror or in any other way copy the first 
mount. Instead, link a separate instance of the motor mount for every location. Why? Because copies 
do not contain an object's sketches.

• Extrude the two rectangles from the sketch Holes as 
cuts through the chassis floor. These will be for the 
fastening cable-ties.

• Chamfer the inner underside edges - around which the 
cable-ties will be bent - of those holes.

• Optionally, chamfer the top edges of the front and back 
of the wheel hole to clear the wheel.

• A Motor and a 25mm x 9mm wheel are included in the 
model. Optionally, turn on visibility of those features to 

gauge the fit of the completed model. There is at present nether saddle nor cable-tie visible in the 
motor mount model.

• When exporting your robot as an STL, turn on visibility of the Cradle and the Booster, but turn of the 
Motor and the Wheel.

When fitting the motor to the robot, first fit the wheel and adjust the wheel position on the shaft (see above).
Click the gearbox into the recess of the motor mount. Fit a saddle - correctly oriented with the curved part
on the motor body - above the gearbox. Fasten in place with a 2.5mm cable-tie.

The joint of the cable-tie should be positioned at one side of the saddle. The cable-tie should be extremely
tight - use quality nylon cable-ties to achieve good results.
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How-To: Component Flat Servo Mount

A component which you can pull into a Fusion 360 design to easily add a
mount to hold a servo.

Description
Holds a Corona DS929MG-HV servo flat against the floor of the robot
chassis.

The servo is fastened in place with a 2.5mm cable-tie.

Known Bugs

We're not really happy with this one.

Currently available only in one orientation. But do not mirror it in your drawing: you will lose the sketches
and won't be able to make the necessary cable-tie holes. Instead, create a new mirrored design and link
that new design into your robot.

We've not printed these on an UpBox, but we anticipate delamination issues just as for other thin-walled
items (see Tools). Awaiting tests. We suggest increasing the wall size to 2mm to prevent the issue.

The servo horn has rotary motion. Sometimes the joint breaks - this seems to be a bug in Fusion 360.
We've added a rigid joint (and suppressed it) which seems to cure the problem. If the horn won't rotate,
then check that the horn's rigid joint is suppressed.

Obtain Files
Included in  the  shared  Fusion  360  design  Robot-Parts-Bundle,  on  our  downloads  page.  The  bundle
comprises multiple designs so we recommend creating a new folder in your project and uploading the
bundle into that folder.

To see how this design integrates into an existing robot design, please download the Fusion 360 file for the
OpenFlipper robot, available on our downloads page.

Materials / Settings
We assume here that the servo mount is being built onto the floor of a robot chassis and will be printed in
that orientation. Please adapt for other printing orientations.

Any reasonably rigid plastic will suffice for the servo mount.

Support is not required for printing.

Build
• Arrange the servo mount in your model upright and with its lowest face co-planar with the top surface 

of the floor of your robot. I.e. the walls of the servo mount will not penetrate into your chassis floor and 
will instead finish flush against the inside floor of the robot.
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• Extrude the two holes (from the sketch Holes) into the robot floor as cuts to provide a route for a cable
tie (typically 2.5mm) for holding a servo into the mount. The cable tie will sit better against the 
underside of the robot if the bottom edges of those holes - around which the cable tie will be bent - are
filleted.

• Optionally view a servo in-place by turning on visibility of the Servo component.

• When exporting your chassis design as an STL make sure to turn on the Servo Bracket visibility, and 
to turn of the Servo.

When fitting the servo into the printed mount lay the underside of the chassis flat onto a firm flat support
(not supported on the robot's wheels). Choose whether the servo cable should exit to the side of the servo
or toward the base of the servo. Position the servo in the mount and press it down until the servo is flush
with the floor. Fasten in place with a 2.5mm cable-tie.
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How-To: Transmitter Case - 3D Printed

A 3D printed transmitter case suitable for use with either a PP3 battery or a variety of rechargable 2S
lithium batteries. Takes our Arduino-based transmitter PCB.

These are outline instructions only... we've not had time to produce a full pictorial guide yet. Sorry.

How To Print
There are four STLs required to print the case. They can be found via a Fusion 360 link on our website.

To obtain the STLs, export the entire transmitter as one file per body. Also export the TxBall. Then print the
files:

• Front

• Back

• TxBall (print two)

• BatteryParameterisedClipBox:Lid

We like to print these in PET, but we expect that ABS and PLA will be satisfactory too.

How To Assemble
Easy as pie:

• Solder a right-angle 2-pin header to the TX board power input pads so that the pins overlap the long 
edge of the PCB. (Or, if using a PP3 battery, solder a PP3 lead onto the PCB but make sure to fit 
strain-relief so the wires won't fatigue and snap.)

• Push the finished TX board into the cutouts in the 'Front' part.

• Put a small smear of 5-minute epoxy at six locations around the inside of the lip in the 'Front' part: one
at each corner, one at the tip of the bulge, one at the centre of the bottom.

• Press the 'Back' into the 'Front'. Hold together with five clothes pegs: one at each corner, one on the 
tip of the bulge.

• When fully cured (a couple of hours), lay the transmitter onto a hard flat surface and press one 
'TxBall' onto each stick. It may be necessary to clean out the holes in the TxBalls and/or cut away any
'elephants foot' which blocks the recess.

• Plug the JST-XN plug of a small 2S LiPo onto the power input pins. Tuck the battery into the case, 
and snap the battery lid in place. (Or, a PP3 battery will just fit, with a small amount of flex of the lid.)

How To Disassemble
Epoxy adheres only moderately to PET. So the case can usually be disassembled for repair by gently
inserting a fine tool into the gap adjacent to the epoxy. The epoxy will normally crack apart allowing the
case to be cleanly separated. After repair, proceed as above to reassemble.
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How-To: Oval Arena

The oval arena is a play-all-day demonstration arena that we use for our open days. We use a similar
arena for hockey/football contests - though we put some protrusions around the 'goals' to make it more
challenging to score.

The arena is suitable for supervised activities with simple play-all-day robots.  It does not meet AWS rules
and it is not a safe place to use, test or battle any robot which has cutting, crushing, spinning, momentum
or other weapons.

Description
The arena has a deck with walls and two drop-of areas. The
robots are likely to be driven by inexpert users so the drop-
ofs are deliberately much narrower than AWS rules to give
us longer battle times. To reduce frequency of pinning there
are no square corners. The drop-ofs are optionally protected
by stops which prevent a bulldozer-style robot from pushing
another bot along the wall and into the ditch too easily.

The arena has no cover and is not suitable for heavily weaponed robots.

The arena wall and the stop materials have been chosen so that there is some 'give' upon robot impact so
as to reduce robot damage.

The plans are parametrised. Wall heights, arena area, drop-of width, ditch capacity, and build material
thickness can all be changed.

Known Bugs

The gap under the deck, in the ditch area, can result in some (skinny) robots scuttling underneath the
arena. Workaround: cut short lengths of scrap plastic to block the holes. Fasten them on the inner face of
the cut-out in the base. A more elegant fix is in the pipeline.

Prerequisites

Material

You will need:

• MDF, plywood, or similar material of around 18mm to 25mm thickness. For a typical arena a single 
8'x4' sheet will be sufficient. Plywood will be easier to work with. MDF will give a smoother surface.

• Moderately stif flexible plastic. For example 1.5mm thickness, grey uPVC sheet is good for indoor 
arenas. If your arena might be used in hot sunshine, consider trying an alternative plastic - one which 
doesn't soften at modest temperatures. We like PVC because it is reasonably rigid and is easy to 
glue. Typically far less than a full sheet will be required. 

• Glue. We like Soudal Fix-All Crystal Clear but others can be used.

• Ring-nails or screws which can be securely driven into the edge of your chosen board. For MDF very 
fine pins will be required otherwise the board will split. Pins supplied for working with uPVC cladding 
may work. Beware that fasteners do not hold well in MDF so will need to be ring-shanked or threaded,
and possibly even glued into place. You do not want loose nails coming that people might stand on.
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• A short length of 1/2” garden hose or similar flexible tubing.

• Some #6 or 3mm dia woodscrews about 1” or so long.

• Acrylic varnish or your chosen finishing for the timber.

Tools

• A local installation of Fusion 360.

• Some general hand tools.

• An 8'x4' 2.5D CNC machine. If your club doesn't have a CNC machine you have at least two options:

• Try a local maker-space. And if they haven't got one, direct them to www.SheetCNC.co.uk and 
suggest they consider building one.

• Transfer the drawings by hand onto the material and cut out with a jigsaw. The slots will need to 
be carefully routered using a 2.5mm cutter - not an easy job by hand. Tip: you could make the 
design easier to build by adapting the base so that the inner and outer walls are tacked directly 
onto the base's edges - with no slots required.

Obtain Plans and Optionally Covert to DXFs
Obtains the plans from our download page, where there's a
link to a shared design which you can download.

The advantage of having access to the original Fusion 360
design  is  that  you  can  change  the  parameters  (board
thickness, arena size, etc) to suit your needs. And you can
hack the design further, should you wish. If we just uploaded
DXFs you wouldn't have those options.

If  working  directly  from the  Fusion file,  you'll  need to  run
whatever is  your usual CAM workflow to extract toolpaths
from it and to cut the parts.

Alternatively, if you're not familiar with Fusion 360, here's a
quick guide on how to extract DXFs for each part. You can then CAM each of those separately to derive
gcode  to  manufacture  the  parts  on  your  CNC  machine.  Or  make  the  parts  by  hand  direct  from
measurements on the DXFs.

If you're completely stuck - for example you don't have access to a Windows machine to run Fusion 360 -
then get in touch and we'll try to help. (But no promises: everyone here is a volunteer and their time is
limited.)

• Begin by downloading the .f3d file from our website.

• Open Fusion 360 and upload the file into a new project.

• Open the design by double-clicking on it.

• You can - within reason - modify any of the numeric parameters (MODEL->MODIFY-
>ChangeParameters) to match the size of the arena you would like and the materials you are going to
use. If any reasonable modifications that you make cause the model to break in some way then 
please let us know so that we can fix the problem.

• Verify that the parameters DeckBoard and BaseBoard match the thickness of the board(s) you have 
chosen to manufacture the arena from.

• In the MODEL view, expand the following entries in the browser: Sketches, and OuterWall:1.
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• Right-click the sketch named EXPORT-Base and choose Save as DXF. Follow the usual procedure 
to save it on your PC.

• Do the same for the sketch named EXPORT-Deck.

• Right-click the Flat Pattern which is just under Named Views in the browser. Choose Update Flat 
Pattern.

• Now left-click that same flat pattern and click the radio-button which activates the flat pattern. The 
drawing should change to a flattened version of the inner plastic wall of the arena. Use the EXPORT 
button at the top of the screen to obtain a DXF of the wall. When done, return to the model by clicking 
the EXIT FLAT button.

• Do the same for the Flat Pattern which is further down the browser, under “OuterWall: 1”.

You now have all the DXFs you need to build the parts for the arena.

Build
Before beginning the build, you should run through your CAM workflow as necessary to make the parts.
We're not going to try to tell you how to use a CNC machine here. You need to cut one deck, one base, two
inner walls and two outer walls.

With all the parts CNC-cut, the build that follows is straightforward. Usual hand-tools are required.

• Sand and finish the top surfaces of the deck and base as necessary before assembly. A light wipe 
with acrylic varnish applied sparingly with a cloth will greatly reduce dust pick-up on the robot wheels.

• Sand the edges and round the corners of all parts, for safety. Beware sharp edges on the plastic.

• Check very thoroughly that the slots in the base are clear of debris and packed dust along their entire 
length. Check especially the ends of all the slots: dust tends to pack here.

• It is wise to trial-fit parts before gluing them, and adjust as necessary.

• Lay the base onto a flat and level work surface. If the work surface is distorted, and depending on the 
materials you are using, the finished arena may reflect that distortion when fully built.

• Using a glue-gun (holding it vertically pointing directly downwards and in contact with the baseboard) 
run a modest amount of glue into the entire length of each of the inner-wall slots. Unless your arena is 
a very weird shape these will be the two longest slots. Do not completely fill the slot with glue or it will 
ooze excessively in the next step. Typically, the tip of the nozzle supplied with the tube of adhesive 
will be about the correct diameter for this operation without needing to be cut.

• Align the long straight edges of one plastic inner wall with one of the slots. Press it into the slot along 
its whole length. Ensure it is firmly seated at the bottom of the slot - especially at the corners - and 
that there is sufficient glue so that at least a few millimetres depth of the plastic is firmly encapsulated 
in glue along its length.

• Repeat for the other plastic inner wall in the other slot.

• With the correct amount of glue, there will be little or no oozing of the glue out of the slots. If large 
amounts of glue have oozed onto the surface, a suitable solvent may be required to clean it away. We
find that meths is efective at removing Fix-All.

• Leave these to dry overnight so that the adhesive is firmly set. Optionally - but at some risk of 
damaging the baseboard - you can try driving very thin pins through the edge of the baseboard so 
that they pass through the inner walls and secure them in place. If you do this you can - possibly - 
proceed to the next step without waiting overnight for the glue to dry. And your arena may be more 
secure when fully built.
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• Drive the #6 (3mm) screws part-way into the lower row of holes in each of the two inner walls, from 
the outside inwards. The screws should be driven exactly horizontal so that about 1/2” of screw-tip 
will be underneath the deck when it is put in place. It is sufficient to put a screw into the four end-
holes, and into only every second hole between. These are temporary support screws.

• Run a thin bead of glue around the inside of the inner walls, at the same level as the upper row of 
holes.

• Drop the deck into place - correct side up. Ensure it is correctly aligned (not twisted) and is in contact 
with the temporary support support screws all around the arena.

• Pass your chosen fasteners into the upper row of holes in the inner walls and drive them home into 
the edge of the deck. Start from the middle of each inner wall and work towards the ends. Check as 
you go that the deck remains in contact with the temporary support screws. Reminder: using any 
fastener into the edge of MDF (and sometimes even plywood) is likely to cause splitting of the 
material. Use thin fasteners not of excessive length.

• Remove the temporary support screws.

• Glue the outer walls in place using the same technique as for the inner walls. Leave to dry overnight.

• Cut four lengths of hosepipe of sufficient length that they reach from the bottom of the baseboard to 
about 1” above the surface of the deck. Insert them into the four holes provided. Do not glue them in 
place - you may prefer to remove them for some battles. The inserted end of each pipe may need 
chamfering (use a knife) to enable easy insertion.

And finally:

• Do please send us a picture of your finished arena in use :-)
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INTRODUCTION (the bits you skipped)

Mechanical Cat is a non-profit UK club dedicated to building robots and...

...we use our AntWeight Robot Wars sets to help recruit new members and to introduce them to useful
making skills. And we think you might to do the same for your maker-space or club. So we're creating this
download of a complete AntWeight demonstration set.

This document complements all the other downloads/links by providing instructions for how to build each
part. It will be updated piecemeal as those other parts of the project come available.

We hope you like it. If you need any help, just get in touch via the "contact us" on our web pages.

We estimate that a complete set of six AntWeights with transmitters/receivers/servos, and an arena to go
with them, can be built for around £400. To achieve that price you'll need to 3D print the robots, CNC the
arena, and build the electronics yourself.

Everyone at Mechanical Cat is a volunteer. A huge amount of people's time has gone into this project. All
of it for free. If you're interested in the project and want to know more - or if you would like to help - do get
in touch.

Paul & Ian.

Mechanical Cat
2018-01-25

Downloads
All the downloads are available via FabLabPembrokeshire.org . Click through from there to the  FREE
Robot Downloads page. The direct URL is:

http://fablabpembrokeshire.org/mechanical-cat-downloads/

You can also find a link to the same page via http://MechanicalCat.org/ . Which is less typing :-)

Contact Us
We're located in Pembrokeshire, Wales, UK.

Contact us via our hosts at FabLab Pembrokeshire: just go to FabLabPembrokeshire.org and click the
contact-us link. Please mention Mechanical Cat in your message. Include your email address if you'd like
a reply.

You can also find Mechanical Cat at MechanicalCat.org and forum.MechanicalCat.org, but these are less
often updated/monitored. Don't try and contact through those, please.

License
A bit of finger-wagging here:

Please find the copy-left open-source license at the end of this document. It applies to this document, and 
all software/hardware/plans/designs related to this MechanicalCat AntWeight Project including the Fusion 
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360 designs available via our links.

Roughly speaking, the license says that anything you create for others using any of the IP provided by us 
must be shared by you in the same spirit. So if you sell - or give away for free or share details about online 
- something which incorporates our designs then you should publish your source code and your drawings 
and your circuits as part of the package. (You can, of course, build any number of things that you keep for 
yourself, with no obligation to publish anything about them.)

The license does not apply to Mechanical Cat's logos etc, nor to any file/data/logo/etc provided by our 
FabLab hosts. These all remain copyright with all rights reserved.

Warning
More finger-wagging.

These downloads do not build a toy. The robots have moving parts. You should take care when using 
them and you should supervise users appropriately. Make a risk assessment before using or sharing your 
robots. Consider PPE and guarding appropriate to the type of users. Be prepared for out-of-control robots 
and for battery fires.

Resources
The bulk of this document is a collection of how-tos for assembling the various parts of the AntWeight
Arena Set which you can download from us.

The instructions are not comprehensive step-by-step guides. But you're makers, right? So we're sure you
can work it out. If you're stuck, feel free to get in touch and we'll help out.

File Formats
We supply files in a variety of formats, including:

AutoDesk Fusion 360

Fusion 360 is free to download and to use for most users. See AutoDesk's license details. Chances are
you will  require the free 'start-up business' license. Those in full-time education may consider the free
educational license instead.

Fusion 360 files can be parametrised. This allows you to easily modify the model before proceeding to
CAM and build it, just by changing a few numbers.

We provide access to Fusion 360 designs in one of two ways:

• A .f3d or .f3z file to download directly. You will need to upload this into your Fusion 360 program.

• A public link to a part. This will allow you to open the part in a browser where you will have some 
limited scope to work on it. More usefully, you can download the .f3d /.f3z file via the browser. You will
then need to upload it (as above) to work on it in your Fusion 360 installation.

In either case you will need to create an AutoDesk user/logon to access the file. This is quick and simple.
AutoDesk are a reputable company so there's little risk in registering.

If you're having trouble getting started with Fusion 360, or you can't work out how to download our files into
your design, then please see the chapter Fusion 360.
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STL and DXF

Where a design can't usefully be modified, we may provide just the STLs. Typically we'll do this for 3D-
printable objects.

We may also upload DXFs. Typically we'll do this for 2D objects.

PCBs

PCB formats vary, but we'll try to upload in some widely used industry format.

Code

Code is distributed in plain-text files.

Versions
Version-control takes an awful lot of efort, but our time and energy are limited. So we don't do it. Not yet,
anyway. Which means that you should...

...make sure to securely store and back-up any files you download that you wish to rely on. You may in
the future wish to revert to an early version of a file. When we update the links - which we do frequently -
your local copy may become the only copy of that version in existence. We do not keep a version history
here.

If you need to know whether you have the latest version of a file, please open the link and have a gander.
Sorry if that seems unhelpful, but we'd rather expend our limited man-power on designing the stuf than
cataloguing it.

And no, our CD library isn't in alphabetical order, either. We're just not that kind of geek.
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Tools

3D Printing
The robots (and optionally the transmitter cases) are 3D printed.

If your club doesn't have a 3D printer then we suggest seeking out a maker-space that has one. If thinking
of buying one, it may help your choice to know that all our development work was carried out on a Prusa i3
Mk2. Which is a printer we strongly recommend. Its price/performance ratio is outstanding and the support
from the factory is excellent.

Suitable Materials

Most 3D semi-rigid plastic printing materials are likely to be suitable for the robots. The most common
ones are:

• PLA - By far the cheapest and the easiest material to work with. Does not require a heated bed. Ideal 
for prototypes due to low cost. Robot parts are likely to be brittle and unsuitable for public use.

• ABS - A much tougher material but more expensive and quite difficult to print due to shrinkage during 
cooling. Can only be printed on a printer which has a heated bed and even then some large parts are 
likely to be created misshapen.

• PET - Our favourite material. Combines most of the strength of ABS with most of the easy-working 
characteristics of PLA. Very little shrinkage during cooling. Moderately tough and flexible. Stories 
abound of PET not adhering to print-beds, but we've not had that experience using PEI beds.

Suitable Printers

Our designs are not complex and have been specially created to need the minimum of support material
(usually none) and to be printable in almost any rigid plastic. This should mean that the robots will print
successfully on the majority of 3D printers.

So we hope that our tribulations with UpBoxes (see below) are an isolated issue caused by UpBox's slicer
which ofers frustratingly limited control over slicing parameters.

Please tell us about your successes - or failures - printing these robots on your own printer, whatever it is.
We'll update this guide with your results and your best print settings. If we have the time we'll mod the
robots to get around any new printing snags that you might hit.

Printer Tests

We have access to only a couple of 3D printers presently. Here are the results of our very limited testing:

Prusa i3 Mk2:

The i3 is an open-source printer, designed by Prusa. It can print a vast range of diferent plastics. Since
launch the Mk2 has been something of a phenomenon. Hats of to Josef Prusa for giving away such a
great design for free. There is now a Mk3, with even better features.

The robots print well on an i3 using our favourite PET filament. That's hardly surprising, because this is the
printer/filament combination that the robots have been developed and tested on for many months.

We've also successfully printed chassis in PLA. We're sure that they'll print fine in ABS, too. We'll let you
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know when we've tried it.

Most parts do not need support when printed on an i3. Nor, we would hope, do they need support on any
other printer.

UpBox:

The UpBox is a commercial closed-source 3D printer. It will accept only UpBox's own filament and there
are few choices of filament material. All our FabLab UpBoxes print only ABS so that's what we tested.

We know, from scanning online, that there are a lot of UpBox fans out there. We're not amongst them
because our FabLab's Ups have thrown us a lot of issues to deal with.

The software is proprietary and won't let us manage the slicing parameters in any meaningful way. The
firmware doesn't wait for pre-heat to finish before starting to print, resulting in warped parts, and there are
no firmware updates available to cure this bug because our 18-month-old printers are already obsoleted.

Worse, though, is that the UpBox slicer is programmed to print some sizes of walls with zero infill. So 2mm
walls will be infilled (good), and 1mm walls will be infilled (good). But 1.5mm walls will be printed as two
separate parallel and very thin walls with no connection between them (hideously bad).

And guess what size most of our robot walls are? Yep, 'fraid so. There seems to be no planned update to
the UpBox software to address this. So, as far as we can tell, the only solution is to increase the wall
thickness to a rather heavyweight 2mm so that the UpBoxes can cope.

We've  also  had trouble  getting  an UpBox  to  make good prints  of  our  simple  wheel  hubs.  We're  not
confident that UpBox-printed wheels will fit the shafts and stay fitted over the course of a few battles. The
D-hole comes out more rounded than we'd like and the wall forming the inner face of the D-hole is not
always properly connected to the adjacent extrusions of plastic, leaving it as a thin plastic tube which can
break away from the inside of the wheel. These defects could be worked-around by using epoxy. A bigger
problem is the amount of support that the UpBox unnecessarily uses on the wheel hubs, resulting in prints
with so much support material inside the intricate holes that the hubs are virtually impossible to extract
from the mass of printed plastic.

We try to make a note in each design if it's known to be UpBox-unfriendly, and we are gradually weeding
out the problems by modding the designs/settings. Please do get in touch if  you experience an issue
printing our latest  designs on your  UpBox, and we'll  see if  we can make any extra changes that are
necessary. Please tell us, too, if you find UpBox slicing settings which improve on our results.

Stringing - Prevention and Cure

During rapids, some filaments (PET, PLA) are prone to leaving extremely fine strings across the part. In
some complex prints - with many rapids - these can form a candy-floss-like fluf coating the part. To deal
with it:

Prevention:

• Enable retract and Z-lift in your slicer. This will considerably reduce stringing.

• Adjust the printing temperature. Higher temperatures promote better inter-layer adhesion, but also 
cause more stringing. Find the lowest temperature at which layer adhesion is acceptable. Even a 5C 
reduction in nozzle temperature can make a huge diference to stringing.

Cure:

• After printing, pull of as many of the threads as possible. This is easy with PLA because it is brittle 
but is tricky with PET which is tough.
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• Use a heat-gun at high temperature to very very briefly blast the part with searing air. The fine strings 
instantly melt and shrivel, while the main body of the print will be virtually unafected. Practise on a 
scrap part first.

CNC Milling
The arena is cut on a 2.5D or 3D 8'x4' CNC machine.

If your club doesn't have one then we suggest - again - finding a local maker-space that has one. That's
the point of maker-spaces and is their whole reason for existing. It you're thinking of getting a CNC for your
club or your own maker-space, then do take a look at www.SheetCNC.co.uk . It's a lot of machine for the
money and it can make both the arena and - if desired - the optional CNC-cut PCBs.

Soldering
Most wires in the robots - and the components in the radio - are soldered. There's no way to get around
that so if you can't yet solder then now's the time to learn.

For  a  club  on  a  modest  budget  buying  new  kit,  we'd  recommend  trying  the  Antex  TCS50W  (aka
TSC230W), which is a fast-heating temperature-controlled iron from a top brand. A cheap soldering iron
will drive you mad, so don't skimp. You'll also need some quality 22swg solder (lead-free is safer, but lead-
tin is easier for a beginner to use), a soldering iron stand, a 0.5mm or 1mm tip for the iron, and a wire-wool
type tip-scrubber device.

Read up on the not-so-obvious risks of solder fume inhalation and take necessary precautions.

A Couple of Essentials
Most other tools are likely to be found in any general toolset. A couple of special tools will make assembly
of the fiddly parts much more pleasant:

• 1.5mm and 2mm twist-drills, with mini fingertip chucks. Chucks are cheaply available on ebay.

• 1.5mm hex-driver. (Screwdriver style, not hex-key.) Wera 2054 with 65mm shaft is ideal.
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Shopping

There are some things you'll need to purchase to complete the robots, the radios, and the arena.

Motors
All  the robots use N20 geared motors.  Often referred to as Pololu-style
motors.  Widely  available  on ebay and from BangGood for  about  £2-£3
each.

We use the standard motors - not the high-torque/high-current variety. We
like the 600rpm and the 300rpm ones. Speeds much less than 300rpm can
be  tediously  slow  with  our  25mm  wheels.  Speeds  much  in  excess  of
600rpm result in robots too fast for beginners to control.

We've found that motors marketed as 6V have generally been successful.
Try, though, to source those which claim to be able to handle 9V, but if you can't find them then ones
spec'd simply as 6V motors are likely to be fine.

The motors are generally supplied unmarked with no obvious way to determine their specification. We've
had one instance of a set of motors overheating - to the point that they melted their wheel hubs. We
suspect the supplier sent us 3V motors but we can't be sure. Otherwise we've been running 6V motors
without any other hitch so far. Our purchasing tip is: don't buy too many motors from one source until
you've trialled them. But when you do find a good source of motors and have thoroughly tested them,
consider quickly buying a batch of identical motors from that same source so that you have continuity of
supply for your members.

Servos
For actuators we use Corona DS929MG-HV servos. These are metal-geared and - most importantly - are
specifically designed to cope with the high voltage direct from a 2S LiPo pack.

They're available from several places for around £5. We buy ours from Hobby King, SKU DS929MG-HV.

Batteries
We're using Hobby King's Turnigy 300mAh 2S 35-70C 'Nano-Tech' batteries for all  the robots. Hobby
King's SKU for these is 9210000020 .

The batteries are nominally 44mm x 12mm x 17mm, and our battery boxes are designed around that size
with extra space to accommodate the balance plug.

The battery output plugs are JST-XH. These plug directly onto the
receiver boards. The robots are designed so that the battery plugs
are  easy  to  access  for  insertion/removal,  making  a  switch
redundant. We intend future software updates to include a 'sleep'
mode  so  that,  if  robots  are  inactive  for  a
period,  the  power  consumption  will  be
reduced to the point that it won't matter if the

batteries remain plugged-in for several hours.
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Tip: You'll get much more mileage from a typical LiPo balance charger (such as the highly regarded - and
frequently poorly-copied - iMAX B6AC) by fitting it with a 6:1 JST-XH adapter and a 6:1 balance-plug
adapter. These are widely available as flying leads. You can then charge six batteries all at the same time.
If you can find/make 10-way adapters, then even better. We usually charge at 1.5C or 2C. Which, with a
10-way splitter, means we can charge 20 batteries in a bit over an hour.

Use fire-proof bags for storing, transporting, and - especially - charging your batteries.

Hook-Up Wire
You'll need wire to connect everything inside the robot together.

Initial temptation will be to use stranded wire for its flexibility. Downside is that soldering stranded wire
creates a weak point at the joint. This requires adhesive-lined heatshrink to provide strain-relief. Which is a
faf.

Non-stranded  hook-up  wire  around  23/24swg  works  better  than
stranded in this application. It doesn't snap of at joints as easily as
stranded  does.  Wire  ends  can  be  fashioned  into  hooks  so  that
motors can be wired-up and tested before committing to soldering
the  joints.  Solid  wire  will  also  hold  bends  and  can  therefore  be
positioned around the finished robot with less fastening down.

Obtain hook-up wire in at least four colours (for easy identification of
each pole of each motor). The Adafruit hookup 22awg (23swg) wire pack is handy but you will be able to
find much better value by buying reels singly. For preference we would choose 24swg - or even smaller -
for its ease of routing compared to the 23swg.

If you are concerned about potential short-circuits - typically across the terminals of the motors - then
obtain some thin adhesive-lined heatshrink to cover the joints. In reality shorts are unlikely to be a serious
issue: the motor drivers can supply only a modest current and they are claimed to shut down due to
overheat in the event of a short - though we've never yet tested it.

Timber
Timber is most conveniently purchased from a timber merchant. Not from a DIY shed. It'll  be cheaper,
better looked after, and more cheerfully delivered from a timber merchant or a builders merchant.

For the arena, we'd suggest spending the extra to obtain birch-through ply. (That's plywood which has an
all-birch interior, as opposed to birch-faced ply.) Guide price for an 8x4 sheet of 18mm birch from a timber
merchant is about £50-£70 delivered. Plus VAT. But don't be surprised to be quoted d90ouble that amount
on first enquiry. Haggle. If money is tight or you'd rather make a test arena before committing to cutting the
expensive  birch,  then  red-and-white  hardwood  ply  (£40)  or  good-one-side  softwood  ply  (£30)  are
alternative options. MDF will be even cheaper at about £20-£25 and makes a very good arena with an
exceptionally smooth surface, but you must take care to use appropriate fasteners with it.

Plastic
For the PVC sheet used in the arena, try directplasticsonline.co.uk . They'll sell you a full sheet at a very 
reasonable price. Or supply you any size of part-sheet.
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Electronic Components
Good suppliers include Farnell, Farnell-CPC (same stuf, diferent price/postage structure), RS, Mouser,
and any number of reliable ebay sellers such as Spiratronics. Where you choose to buy will be strongly
influenced by how many of each component you're buying. For mid-size non-urgent orders, consider ebay
international sellers.

For bespoke PCBs we've been using ragworm.eu and, more recently, pcbgo.cc . Many other providers are
out there.

Everything Else
For everything else, ebay's “sort by price plus postage - cheapest first” will surely be your bestest bet.
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Motor Wiring

The motors must be wired in the correct way so that they will drive the robot appropriately.

Content: TBS.
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Fusion 360

A guide to getting started with Fusion 360. Including how to get our downloadable designs.

This chapter is just a brief intro to Fusion which doesn't dot every i and cross every t. So you'll need a lot of
other help if you're going to get through this to the end. There's loads of help out there. We try to gloss over
only the obvious stuf. But if we do tell you here to do something in Fusion, and you don't know how to do
that, then your first stop for help would be Google.  And your second stop would be AutoDesk's huge
selection of how-to videos and community posts, available on their website. Only your third - and very
distant - recourse would be to contact us to tell us our intro guide isn't good enough.

So, with Google and AutoDesk tabs open on your browser, you can get started:

Download Fusion 360
You'll need a Windows PC (or a Windows virtual box) or a Mac with reasonable always-on internet access.
Almost nothing Fusion-related will work on any other OS.

Go to https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360/free-trial 

Download the Free Trial of Fusion 360 and follow the instructions to complete installation.

Create an Account - It's Free
Run Fusion 360.

If you don't yet have an AutoDesk account, then click Create Account and follow the instructions.

When Fusion asks you what type of licence, you can choose either startup business or a student in full-
time education. If you are a student/schoolchild/home-ed, then opt for the student licence because you'll
get free 'cloud credits' to run jobs such as motion study rendering. Any other user - including a business
with turnover less than $100,000 -  can use the startup licence which is marginally less generous. Both
licences are currently free.

You should now be able to sign in to Fusion 360.

Designs and Projects and Folders
There are three tiers of file organisation in Fusion 360:

• Projects

• Folders

• Designs

Here's a handy tip in case you're stuck already (we were at this point): the nine-little-squares-together
button at the top-left of the screen opens the Data Panel. Which is where you can navigate your projects,
folders, and designs.

A design is Fusion's name for a drawing. Any number of designs can be in one project. A design can
seamlessly incorporate (link) other designs so long as they are in the same project. Which means that all
your robot designs ought to be in one single project together so they can share parts such as wheels.
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AutoDesk handily creates your first project for you. It's called - in a Fisher-Price kind of a way - My First
Project. That's the project to use for now. Later on - in your own time - you can figure out how to change
the project's name to “My Awesome Robots”. For now, you don't need to mess with projects.

To organise your designs, you can create folders in your project. You can create a whole tree of nested
folders, if  you like.  Folders are purely to help humans mentally organise their designs. You can move
designs between folders (within the same project) at any time. And you can rename your designs and your
folders as much as you like*. Fusion won't care and it won't afect your designs. For now, please create a
single folder called “MechanicalCat.org Parts 01” at the top level of “My First Project”.

*Tip: Don't use spaces in the name of any design that you're going to share publicly.

Get Mechanical Cat's Stuf
AutoDesk have made sharing our designs with you quite a saga. It's not hard but it is tedious. And ALL of it
will work ONLY on a Mac / Windows OS. Here's how:

Open your web browser. On a Windows OS, remember.

• Navigate to our download page (see introduction).

• Click the Fusion-360-Robot-Parts-Bundle link on our downloads page. This will start an AutoDesk 
360 session in your browser.

• Once the AutoDesk 360 session has fully loaded click the big blue Download button.

• Choose “Fusion 360 Archive”.

• Enter your email address and click send. AutoDesk will send you back a link, in an email.

• Hide your browser.

Open your email client. On a Mac / Windows OS.

• Open the email from AutoDesk and click the Download File button in it.

Your browser will pop back up.

• Your browser will be downloading an AutoDesk “F3Z” file. Make a note of where you save it.

• Hide your browser. Nearly finished. Still got the will to go on?

Bring up Fusion 360 again.

• Open the Data Panel (see above). Make sure you're in My First Project (or My Awesome Robots).

• Navigate into the folder “MechanicalCat.org Parts 01” which you already made.

• Click the big blue Upload button (in the Data Panel) and choose the F3Z file which you just 
downloaded.

• Wait for the upload to finish.

• You should now have a whole library of parts that you can use in your own designs.

Why do AutoDesk put you through all this to get a simple download? Nope, we don't know either.

Getting More of Mechanical Cat's Stuf
Our Robot-Parts-Bundle is being updated almost daily with completely new stuf and with fixes for broken
old stuf. So you'll want to fetch updates often.
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When you do so, we suggest you upload them into a new folder called, say, “MechanicalCat.org Parts 02”.

We also suggest that, if you choose to download any other design we've published, you also put that into
its own folder. For example, the first time you download our OpenDozer, put it in folder “MechanicalCat.org
OpenDozer 01”.

Why do this? Most of our designs link to different versions of parts which are included in our parts bundle.
For example, there are at least two versions of the battery box: one with the battery vertical, one with the
battery horizontal. And new versions are being created and incorporated into updated robots all the time.
So if you download two of our robots (or even two releases of one robot) into the same folder, you'll find
you have a jumble of parts with the same name and you won't know which part goes with which robot.

Deleting Designs
Fusion 360 will only allow you to delete a design if no version of that design has ever been linked into
another  design. In reality,  this  means that  Fusion 360 lets you delete only top-level  designs (such as
complete robots) and seldom permits you to delete a design for a part - even if that part is now redundant.

We work around this by creating a top-level folder called 'Scrapheap' and just put all our unwanted robot
designs into that. This also means that if we change our minds we can recover a 'deleted' design.

Extracting STLs
You will need to convert your Fusion 360 design into STLs, so that you can print them. There are two
distinct ways to extract STLs from Fusion 360:

Extract STL as One File

This exports one file whose contents are chosen via the visibility settings of your model parts. This is useful
when exporting one solid object from your model, such as the main chassis:

• Adjust the visibility of each item in the model so that all the parts you wish included in the object are 
visible, and all other parts are not visible. For example, if exporting a complete chassis, then typically 
you  must make visible the chassis floor, the receiver case, the motor holders, and the battery case. 
And you must make invisible the receiver lid, the battery lid, the battery cap, the battery hole-maker, 
the motors/wheels, and any weapon parts.

• Right click on the top level of the model in the browser and choose Save As STL.

• Ensure that Structure is set to One File.

• Click OK.

• Save the file to your preferred location.

• A single STL will be created, which contains only the visible parts of your design.

So if, say, you wished to make a simple derivation of one of our robots by printing a complete chassis but
without the bespoke receiver case, then choose this method and hide the receiver case before exporting.

Extract STL as One File Per Body

This is useful when exporting attachments that are not included in the main chassis, such as the battery lid
and battery cap:

• Visibility has no effect* on the output. So just turn on whatever visibility is necessary for you to 
visualise your model.
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• Right-click on the component in your design that you wish to export. Your choices are limited to the 
top level of your design (which you are unlikely to need to export in this way) or the top levels of any of
the linked designs. In this example, your choice will be to right-click on the top level of the linked 
battery container.

• Choose the option Save As STL.

• Ensure that Structure is set to One File Per Body.

• Click OK.

• Save to your preferred location.

• Several STL files will be created. For this example there will be a file for each of: the battery lid, the 
battery cap, the battery hole-maker, and the battery case.

• Delete the STL files which are not required. In this example delete the battery hole-maker and the 
battery case.

*Visibility normally has no effect. However, occasionally a part will fail to save unless its visibility is turned
on.

Create Your Own Robot
If you're a complete beginner with Fusion 360, here's a high-level map to guide you through creating your
first robot using some of the parts from our bundle together with some of your own parts.

We have missed out an awful lot of detail. So remember: (1) Google (2) AutoDesk help.

• Open Fusion 360 and sign in.

• We suggest you set your coordinate system preferences to be “Z-up”.

• Click the “File” menu icon and choose “New Design”.

• Create a sketch on the X/Y plane. Draw a rectangle about 80mm square. Exit the sketch.

• Tip: There's a difference between Bodies and Components. We won't go into it here, but it's 
something you'll need to get the hang of when making complex designs.

• Extrude the rectangle to be 2mm thick. Create it as a new component.

• Rename the component to “Chassis”.

• Tip: To turn the model around, press the <shift> key then use the middle mouse button and drag.

• In the Data Panel, navigate into “MechanicalCat.org Parts 01”.

• Drag our Motor Mount anywhere onto your design. Click “OK” when asked.

• Follow the directions in the “How-To: Component Motor Mount” chapter to joint the motor mount to 
the middle of one of the sides of the square. (Ignore any parts of the how-to which reference a wheel-
hole in the chassis.)

• Repeat the above two steps, with a new motor mount on the opposite side of the rectangle.

• Tip: Don't try positioning stuff in your design by dragging it. And, if you've used old-style CAD before 
this, forget about snaps. In Fusion, 3D components are arranged together by using one (or 
sometimes more) joints. And 2D elements are arranged properly by using multiple constraints in the 
sketches. To position stuff, you have to use enough constraints, and enough joints, so that each 
element in your design is given only one possible place that it can be while still satisfying all the 
limitations of its constraints/joints. This way of working won't seem to make sense at first. Eventually 
you'll get into the Fusion way of thinking. It has huge advantages, especially for parametrised 
designs. You'll probably get more into the Fusion paradigm - and you'll learn faster - if you initially 
avoid using as-built joints.
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• In the design browser, drill down into each of the Motor Mount components in your design and turn on
the Motor and the Wheel visibility.

• You should now have something which looks like a proto-Segway without a handlebar.

• Figure out how to move the motors so they're closer to the back of the chassis. Tip: try right-clicking 
the joints (on the timeline) and editing them. Specifically, their offsets.

• Using the How-To chapters above, bring in a battery case and a receiver case. Arrange them 
appropriately. More joints and more ofsets.

• Turn of the visibility of the appropriate components to leave just the chassis parts visible.

• In the browser, right-click on the chassis component and export as an STL (in a single file).

• In the browser, right-click on the battery case and export as an STL (one file per body). This will 
produce files for the battery-case cap and the battery-case lid.

• Repeat the export process for the receiver-case, to get its lid.

• View the STLs in a suitable program such as Slic3r, MeshLab... and many other options.

• Delete the STLs you don't need: the receiver case, the battery case and the battery hole-maker.

• 3D-print the rest.

Now you've got all the plastic parts for a very basic two-wheel robot.

Bugs And Workarounds
Fusion 360 is fairly solid. But there are bugs. Here are a couple of common ones:

3D Acceleration in Virtual Box

If  you're  running  Windows  in  a  Virtual  Box,  you  may  have  to  turn  of  VB's  3D  acceleration.  With
acceleration turned on, surface colours in Fusion are likely to go haywire.

Fusion performs bearably, even with acceleration turned of, in a Virtual Box on an i7 under Linux.

Continuous Saving

You may see a continuous rotating blue circle on a design(s) in the Data Panel, implying that the design is
being saved. If this goes on indefinitely, try opening the design (as if to edit it) then close it again.

All Bodies Transparent

Bodies are represented as transparent during some operations. But if all the bodies in your design go
permanently transparent try activating the top-level of your design. If that doesn't fix it, restart Fusion 360.
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LICENSE FULL TEXT

This document, and all other downloads/links pertaining to the Mechanical Cat AntWeight Play-All-Day
Robots, Radio, and Arena, are released under the following license:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
                       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>
 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
 of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

                            Preamble

  The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
software and other kinds of works.

  The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed
to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the
GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to
any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to
your programs, too.

  When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new
free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

  To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have
certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

  For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same
freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
know their rights.

  Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

  For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and
authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
authors of previous versions.

  Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run
modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of
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protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those
products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

  Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.
States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that
patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

  The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.

                       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

  0. Definitions.

  "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

  "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
works, such as semiconductor masks.

  "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and
"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

  To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the
earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

  A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
on the Program.

  To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,
distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
public, and in some countries other activities as well.

  To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through
a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

  An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible
feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a
menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

  1. Source Code.
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  The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work
for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source
form of a work.

  A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
is widely used among developers working in that language.

  The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that
Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to
produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

  The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all
the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free
programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but
which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source
includes interface definition files associated with source files for
the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
subprograms and other parts of the work.

  The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding
Source.

  The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
same work.

  2. Basic Permissions.

  All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated
conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a
covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your
rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

  You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works
for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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  Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
makes it unnecessary.

  3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

  No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article
11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
measures.

  When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid
circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.

  4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

  You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
keep intact all notices stating that this License and any
non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

  You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,
and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

  5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

  You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to
produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the
terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

    a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
    it, and giving a relevant date.

    b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
    released under this License and any conditions added under section
    7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
    "keep intact all notices".

    c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this
    License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
    License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
    additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
    regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no
    permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not
    invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

    d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display
    Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
    interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
    work need not make them do so.

  A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent
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works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work
in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other
parts of the aggregate.

  6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

  You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the
machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
in one of these ways:

    a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
    (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the
    Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
    customarily used for software interchange.

    b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
    (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a
    written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as
    long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product
    model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
    copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
    product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
    medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
    more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
    conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the
    Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

    c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
    written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This
    alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
    only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
    with subsection 6b.

    d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated
    place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
    Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
    further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the
    Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
    copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
    may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
    that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain
    clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the
    Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the
    Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
    available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

    e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
    you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding
    Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
    charge under subsection 6d.

  A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
included in conveying the object code work.
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  A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular
product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product
is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial
commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent
the only significant mode of use of the product.

  "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must
suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object
code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
modification has been made.

  If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or
specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied
by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply
if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
been installed in ROM).

  The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates
for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a
network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.

  Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,
in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly
documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
source code form), and must require no special password or key for
unpacking, reading or copying.

  7. Additional Terms.

  "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions
apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
this License without regard to the additional permissions.

  When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option
remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of
it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place
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additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of
that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

    a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
    terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

    b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
    author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
    Notices displayed by works containing it; or

    c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
    requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
    reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

    d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
    authors of the material; or

    e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some
    trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

    f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
    material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
    it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
    any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on
    those licensors and authors.

  All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further
restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you
received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
governed by this License along with a term that is a further
restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains
a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
not survive such relicensing or conveying.

  If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
where to find the applicable terms.

  Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the
form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
the above requirements apply either way.

  8. Termination.

  You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or
modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
paragraph of section 11).

  However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means
prior to 60 days after the cessation.

  Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
your receipt of the notice.

  Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
material under section 10.

  9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

  You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,
nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do
not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

  10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

  Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and
propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible
for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

  An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could
give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

  You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may
not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

  11. Patents.

  A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The
work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

  A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a
consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For
purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of
this License.

  Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to
make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
propagate the contents of its contributor version.

  In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent
(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a
party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
patent against the party.

  If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,
and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent
license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that
country that you have reason to believe are valid.

  If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties
receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered
work and works based on it.

  A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is
conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are
specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory
patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work
conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that
contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

  Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting
any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

  12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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  If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may
not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you
to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

  13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

  Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,
but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
combination as such.

  14. Revised Versions of this License.

  The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

  Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the
Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General
Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
version or of any later version published by the Free Software
Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
by the Free Software Foundation.

  If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's
public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
to choose that version for the Program.

  Later license versions may give you additional or different
permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
later version.

  15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

  THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

  16. Limitation of Liability.
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  IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES.

  17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

  If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided
above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a
copy of the Program in return for a fee.

                     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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